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GRAFT CHARGED
AGAINST CANAL
COMMISSARY

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
FAVORS A PERMANENT

IT.
Dec.
C,
Washington,
Charges of irregular dealings between
John Burke, commissary manager for
the Panama canal work, and contractors who have been furnishing sup-- j
plies, are being investigated by the
government.
It was admitted officially today that
for the last six months the inquiry
CITY COUNCIL AND SANTA FE has been In progress, based on
MEMBERS VOTE UNANIMOUSLY TO JOIN
charges preferred by Chas. E. Walker,
BUILDING
BUY
FAMOUS
OPPOSITE CATHEDRAL
CLUB IN PROJECT TO
a former subordinate of Burke's in
the commissary department, alleging
FAVOR MR. HUGHES' PROJECT TO GET A COMPANY TO BUILD HOUSES
that his superior officer, was demandMR. TASCHEK FOR SPLENDID ing and receiving large commissions
SANTA FE
IN
from persons with whom he had placMAP.
ed large contracts for food and other
Bupplios for the canal workers. Also,
it is alleged lhat Burke had awarded
contracts to the Colon import and export company, in which he is a stockBUSINESS MEN URGED TO AID
holder, and that he had" profited at
least $50,000 from his operations. His
NEW COMPANY OF NAT L GUARD 'salary was $4500 a year. Several im-- I
portant contracts were placed in
Europe,
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difficulty.

The eleinination of only (!2 delegates
from all the southern states, Mr.
Howell asserted, would never in his
opinion, be satisfactory to the Republicans of the country.
Mr. Howell suggested as an alternative a plan of the Republican congressional committee, providing four
delegates at large for each state and
one delegate in addition for each 10,- 000 votes or major fraction thereof
cast for the Republican candidate in
1I10X.
That plan would reduce the
total number of delegates in the convention of 945. The south, which had
of
272 delegates in the convention
2, would have only 11!) if that plan
were adopted.
William Barnes, Jr., of New York,
proposed us u substitute for the
Howell amendment that the report of
the special committee be adopted
with a provision that no congressional
district should get the benefit of an
additional delegate unless that district
had cast at least 7300 Republican
votes for presidential electors, or in
He
1914 for candidates for congress.
said that it would he a fundamental
mistake to adopt any scheme of reapportionment which would eleminate
the congressional district as a unit
The proposal of Mr. Howell, he said,
would absolutely shut out twelve
slates from the congressional district
delegate plan.
Mr. Barnes' substitute
proposal he
said, would reduce the southern repre
sentation by 77 votes in the convention, and the northern states by eight,
of which New York would lose four.
An agreement on a plan is looked
for tonight. National Committeeman
Howell of Nebraska led the fight for
a radical red ...tion of southern repreNational Committeeman
sentation.
Remmel of Arkansas, violently opposed such a plan. He said that the
history of Republican conventions
showed conclusively that the southern
the
contingent always had followed
lead of a northern majority in support
of presidential candidates.
' Are
you going to kick us out and
make the Republican party a section
al party?" he asked, shaking his fist
at Mr. Howell. "Treat us fairly En courage us as we deserve to be en
cou raged and don't try to throttle ns,'
1 St
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CITY BANKS
STILL

IN TROUBLE

El Paso, Texas, Dec. 17. United
Newcastle, Colo.. Dec. 17. Twenty-fivbodies of the 37 men killed in "ye- States Consul Letcher at Chihuahua
sterday's explosion had been removed
telegraphed to Consul Edwards today
from the workings of the Vulcan mine
Fuel
Mountain
the
cf
company that almost all foreigners had left
Rocky
WHAT MEMBERS OF CHAMBER OF COMMERCE DID LAT NIGHT.
Only Hearsay.
early today. Three more bodies had Chihuahua and that the city under the
Decided to purchase the "center section" of the famous Old Adobe op- I New York, X. Y., Dec. 17. Officers
been located in the rooms of the west rebel occupation was now quiet.
posite the Cathedral for $2000 for permanent headquarters.
of the Panama Railroad company said
Reports from other sources were
entry. After a rest of one hour
to
several
the constitution.
changes
Adopted
that the next activity between Generthat they knew only by hearmine
the
rescuers
into
today
wearied
started
to
Extended thanks
John P. Dods and his associates of "Motor Ago"
say of the charges against John
with pick and shovel to release the al Villa and the federals was expected
for publicity granted Santa Fe and environs.
Burke.
corpses
imprisoned by broken timbers, south of Chihuahua, but it probably
In every way with Ashley Pond, of Roswell,
Volunteered to
would be some time before the opposwere
coal.
accounts
stone
and
approvBurlte's
"Mr.
in his project to get the Ramon Vigil grant, 25 miles from Santa Fe, into
ing forces would meet.
L. Wilson, head
of
Newcastle,
ed
Colonel
With
the
coming
day
Eugene
by
a game preserve for use of some Detroit millionaires who are enthusiastic
Luis Terrazas, Jr., is still held a
relieved of the tense excitement of
of the subsistence department of the
over the climate of this region.
The avowed pur
realby Villa.
prisoner
to
was
said
Sylcanal
isthmian
commission,"
beginning
yesterday,
just
Announced that the climate booklets have been mailed to a thousand
is to compel the Terrazas family
pose
catastroroad.
of
the
ize
of
the
full
vester
the
treasurer
meaning
Demlng,
in
the
Mississippi valley.
physicians
to pay a large sum of money for his
"In due course of routine, we receivphe. Women and children thronged
Voted to print a le'terhead to conform to illustrated envelopes, showthe morgue for a final glimpse of hus- release. Villa asserts the family suced the accounts here for auditing, but
In
the
oldest
the
Santa
Fe
United
States.
in taking much of their cash
city
ing
with Mr.
band, brother or father. Tentative ceeded
Extended vote of thanks to Ernest Taschek for splendid work on the bad not other relations
were made today for a general and securities to the United States
do not think, however, that
I
Burke.
plans
road map showing points of interest near Santa Fe, and trails, etc.
funeral at which the victims of yester- before the rebels arrived and it is
have been as much
his
Following an eloquent address by Col. E. C. Abbott, recommended that as expenditures
.
disaster would be buried In the planned to hold Terrazas until $250,-00day's
$6,000,000
business men back project to enlist another company of guardsmen in
or more is sent back.
where relatives of vicsame
cemetery
a
in
we
heard
time
"Some
ago
Santa Fe.
Not is Bad as Reported.
of the explosion In 1S9G still go
tims
been
had
that
roundabout
way
charges
Passed resolution calling on Warden McMnnus to furnish brick for pavWashington, D. C, Dec. 17. Consul
ones.
loved
to
mourn
for
We
heard
Mr.
Burke.
made agaiiiBt
the state departing around plaza.
E. E. Shumway, general manager of Letcher has advised
nothing further of them."
Informed members that the Circle Drive fund of $100 Is raised.
ment that many reports of maltreatFuel
Mountain
the
company,
Rocky
was
Burke Is about 45 years old and
ment of Americans in Chihuahua are
Adopted resolution expressing sorrow at death of General A. S.
and State Mine Inspector Dalrymple
Brookes and appointed a committee to prepare resolutions on death of Dr. formerly a resident of Indianapolis.
without foundation. The department
Immehere
arrived
Dalrymple
today.
E. Almon Leonard.
issued this statement:
of
a
on
the
mine
entered
trip
diately
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 17. John
Heard speeches by Judge J. R. McFie on the Increasing popularity of
Consul Letcher reports that many
inspection.
of the statements published In the El
Santa Fe stvle and on the Tippd nf an inniiiprntnr for Santa Fe. Burke, whose work in the commissary
the New-Olfrom
taken
was
thirtieth
The
body
Paso press relative to conduct visited
Appointed a committee to seek ways and means for the erection of department of the Panama canal is
the mine at 11 o'clock. Parties of res- on Americans
since the entry of the
Santa Fe stylo in Santa Fe, following suggestions being Investigated, was found here
buildings in the New-Olreboth
in
cuers are at work
entries,
this afternoon and denied that he ever
of Levi A. Hughes.
forces into Chihuaconstitutionalist
coal
moving the masses of dislodged
are without foundation as also
hua
Applauded Mr. Justice Hanna for his suggestion to ask the women of received money from any source,
and rock.
while connected
of discourtesy to him on
Santa Fe to conduct a
campaign early in the spring, and to other than his salary,
of Olenwood are reports
Coroner Hopkins,
with the commissary department. Mr.
of the revolutionist leaders."
the
part
adopt other hygienic measures for the health of the city.
arSprings, nnnounced lhat he would
Rear Admiral Fletcher reported toBefore the adjournment of the meeting the president called attention Burke came to Indianapolis two weeks
range for an inquest as soon as the
of the members to the publication of a report of one of the committees in ago on his vaction.
that normul conditions were beday
last body had been recovered.
"There is not a word of truth In any
the Albuquerque Journal before that report was submitted to the chamber
PLAN
to ing restored in Tampico. His reports
UNIONS
made
are
being
Arrangements
state that the weather has moderof commerce and politely but firmly asked the committee to report to the charge that I have profited financially
care for the widows and children of ated and
FINE PROGRAM
'on the side' In connection with my
chamber of commerce first, and to the newspapers afterward.
that he has been able to
thn
mtnf.
victims.
work in the canal zone," said Mr.
transfer all the refugees back to the
COLORADO
FOR
four
mine
state
The
spent
inspector
Sumner. A later dispatch advises that
The above were striking features of pen of Mr. John Dods, Illustrated by Burke. "Complaint against me arose
hours In the mine. Upon his return the
refugees have all been returned
the meeting of- the Santa Fe Chamber photographs taken by Mr. N. lazar-nlck- , last September on account of informastateno
would
have
he
he
said
that
of
17.
Denver, Colo., Dec.
Reports
tion given out by a disgruntled em
safely to Tampico. Further advices
of Commerce hs!! last night In the
Thirty-onwhlch articles are doubtless of
later.
to
until
ment,
make
the committees on resolutions and
liner Morro Castle sail- new chambers presided over by Presi- great value to New Mexico, and this ploye. The complaint was that the deout up to 2 say the Ward
policy were matters of absorbing In- bodies had been brought
ed on Tuesday at 8 p. m., but eight
dent H. it. Dorman, with Secretary section in particular, and will prove partment had made purchases abroad.
o'clock.
terest at today's session of the special
I never made answer to the complaint
Americans desiring to leave on board
"George H. Van Stone keeping the min- of great worth in interesting the peo
convention of the union labor delefor it was the policy of the departher. Rebels to the number of about
utes.
In
eastern
states
of
attracour
the
ple
gates. The open discussion of yester- CURRENCY BILL
ment to purchase supplies wherever
4,000 are reported to be camping
the
the
Although
tions of the southwest, and,
slippery streets,
day served to outline quite clearly the
they could be had the cheapest.
eighteen miles northwest of Tampico.
dense fog and the snow kept Beveral
views of Individuals and the local
"Whereas, Mr. Dods and his asso"The charge that I have made
For the present the army transport
members at home, there was a fairly ciates have shown
unions they represent on the question
generosity money out of my position is news to
great
ON FRIDAY Sumner will remain at Tampico,
begood attendance and the business
and personal Interest in the welfare me. It would be impossible, as I am
of a state wide strike in sympathy
Mexico City, Dec. 17. The rebels
fore the organization was dispatched and progress of our state, as eviwith the members of the United Mine
In full charge of the commissary
who have penetrated the federal distA ten17.
with
swiftness and enthus- denced by the well written articles not
Dec.
D.
Washington,'
C,
on
the
strike
in
Workers of America
rict and who yesterday clashed with
department. I have to make detailed
'
iasm.
tative agreement was reached late to- federa.1
......
referred to, and,
Colorado coal fields.
reports to my superior officer."
troops at Milpa, Alta and San
and
Democratic
between
RepubliOf surpassing interest to many, of
day
Mr. Burke said supplies amounting
Early today it seemed practically can
Ijorenzo, are said to be accompanied
"Whereas, the chamber of comfinal
senate
a
for
of
the
leaders
was
to
the
course,
proposal
purchase merce of the city of Santa Fe is de- to about $8,000,000 were purchased
certain that the convention would not
and directed by Emiliano Zapata. Fe
permanent headquarters in the old sirous of expressing its appreciation annually by the department.
Issue a formal call for such a strike vote on the currency bill before the lipe Neri and (lenevo de la O, other
of
end
the
of
Friday.
adobe opposite the Cathedral. The of the effort
day
legislative
but would confine itself to the apsouthern rebel leaders, are reported
of Mr. Dods and his assoplan.
Other changes are favored by many
Santa Fe Club and city council have
as well as our appreciation to
nearby and in daily communication
oa pri- pointment of a committee empowered Democratic
ciates,
The
report
The
senators.
proposidecided to make that their home and he
of the Motor Age for SCHMIDT WAS
Zapata.
in part, to call a state wide strike of all tion
jwith
publishers
maries
and
reads,
extendproceodure,
banks"
"member
against
they said to the chamber of commerce: the very favorable advertising which
unions represented if it finds condiGeneral Zapata is alleged to have
A
SAYS
"BOOB"
as
follows:
new
of
the
of
benefits
the
ing any
"Come with us." And the chamber of
taken possession of Nepanpa ranch, a
"Be It Resolved, That this commit- tions warrant.
they have given this section of the
to "non member few miles
SCHOOLMATE
commerce answered last night: "Yes." southwest.
from Milpa Alta.
It was explained by labor leaders federal system will be modified.
At one
nathe
call
for
the
it
issues
when
tee,
banks" probably
The chamber of commerce is to
Mime this property was a favorite restin the that this condition has not power to
the
held
It
to
be
be
convention
by
tional
to
resolved,
be
will
made
about
"Therefore,
Efforts
bring
have the central portion of the buildof General Porflrlo Diaz.
enforce such a strike and should one
New York, Dec. 17. Hans Schmidt
chamber of commerce of the city of
1910, to nominate candidates for
an agreement of Democratic senators ing place
ing, provided the deal is put through.
to government reports renoti- year
be called under the plan outlined it
of
According
Anna
Aumuller,
today
slayer
of
shall
this
prothanks
the
and
body,
which
will
that
Santa
then
Fe,
on all amendments,
president
There is an option on the building unceived at the capital today, a further
would rest with the various unions,
the
defense
fied
counsel
exconducting
be
and
such
call:
vide
in
collectively,
be offered in the senate by Chairman rout was administered to
individually
til the middle of February.
the rebels
their national officers to Owen.
in his trial formally, that he was unP. Dods, Mr. N.
"(A) That in any state which shall through strike effective.
"Can we get a separate mortgage?" tended to Mr. J.
tat San Lorenzo yesterday,
to
the
take
the
a
make
"divine
der
Moinspiration"
to
the
the
and
Mr. J. A. Harris
Underlaw, prior
have
Leader
Democratic
House
provided
by
asked S. G. Cartwright. He was asAfter the engagement the followers
Yesterday's discussion, it was said, wood assured senate leaders the house
to this section witness stand and tell his story in his- election of delegates from such state
sured that the chamber of commerce tor Age, for assistance
own way. The inspiration had not ex- for the election of such delegates to clearly outlined the position of the would not take much time in dispos- of Zapata took refuge in the rough
effort
in
the
southwest
the
of
they
at the base of Mount Ajusco,
would act separately in this matter.
to bring the attention of tended to his lawyers at noon and national conventions of political par- delegates on the chief questions under ing of the bill. He predicted that if country
miles south of Mexico City.
President Dorman explained the de- have made
the Motor Age, the at- - tuey were sun unaecmea wneiuer 10 ties at direct primaries, such dele consideration by the resolutions com the bill passed the senate tomorrow, twenty
of
readers
the
Crowds again formed this morning
tails of the project and J. W. Giddings
a reasonable it would be
tractions and things of Interest per- - call him.
from that state shall be elected mittee and furnishedon
disposed of by the house in front of the doors of the Central
made the motion to have the plan acMrs. Elizabeth Schadler, Schmidt s gates
its recommen- before
basis for predictions
our country, with the as- to
law.
such
with
in
taining
Monday.
conformity
Bank hours before the opening, in
cepted. "I second the motion," said surances that this chamber of com- - favorite sister, who came here from
dations. These include resolutions
At a conference of Democratic sen"(B) That all delegates from any
to exchange their state bank
John V. Conway, who held a blue print merce
the work of Germany with her father to testify state may be chosen from the state at for the recall of Governor Amnions, ators tonight it is proposed to elimin- order
appreciates
greatly
hills for cash. Notices had been post
of the famous adobe in his hand.
referred to, and the co-- j that Schmidt had been insane for large, or part from the state at large the removal of Ceneral John Chase as ate deposits guarantee from the cur- ed over
the
gentlemen
!
night to the effect that the
of
The motion was carried unanimouswas
ai uie
districts commander of the militia, the recall
bill, change the "lawful redemp- Central Bank would redeem to their
operation with them of the Motor years,
Her and part from congressional
of Huerfano rency
ly.
sumption of the trial today.
tion" to make treasury notes redeem- holders only half of the amount of
in conformity with the laws of the Jefferson Fair, sheriff
story will probably be unchanged by Btate in which the election occurs.
Changes to Constitution.
rcounty; a constitutional amendment able in gold, and arrange, if possible, the state bank bills. This was for
the
As announced some time ago it was
(the district attorney's questioning.
cer- for the state operation of coal mines; for a final vote Thursday night.
That
uipresenting
muu
or
1 he cuamoer
delegates
"(C)
commerce
to
purpose of relieving as many of them
certain
were
to
make
lutroduced
Tnere
changes
depositions tificates of election from the canvass- compulsory arbitration of labor displanned
the constitution and these were ac- fered to extend every possiDIe am tu
Car, Schmldti brother of the acrecall of the militia THE DAY IN CONGRESS as possible and the redemption was
oi cuged Hnd of KatnHrine Schmidt, a ing board or officer created or desig- putes, speedy
to be made conditional on the Central
coal
cepted last night. This was one of Ashley Pond, a prominent toresiaem.
the
fields,
from
urging Colorado's
return the cousin. Both reside in Germany, and nated by state law to canvass the
Rank having on deposit funds of the
Roswell, who is planning
the amendments.
to support the
In
congress
delegates
miles from both testified as to Schmidt's marked turns and issue certificates of election
state banks to cover the bills. It was
Senate.
Edward
, "Be it resolved. That Article II of Ramon Vigil grant, 25
resolution
by
Congressman
to delegates to national conventions
'announced that as fast as the de- Met at It) a. m.
the constitution of this organization Santa Fe, into a fine game preserve eccentricities as indicating an unsound of
a
Investigafor
congressional
Keating
Detroit mind. Depositions from other Gerpolitical parties in a primary elec- tion
Currency debate resumed with Re - posits of each of the state banks was
be amended by adding thereto the fol- for use of a club of
of the Colorado coal situation.
shall be placed on the temporary
senators predicting the ad - 'exhausted the redemption of its bills
publican
a
people. There are over 30,000 acres man witnesses were to the same ef- tion,
noon
lowing:
the
before
adjournment
Just
roll by the national committee."
ministration hill would pass by Satur - would he stopped,
500
to
was
have
the
made
"(6) All members in arrears on in the grant, it is said, and it is plan- fect.
to suggestion
The nlan of the
The panicky condition growing out
The Rev. Johannes Siebacher, who
P""1 day.
their dues for six months may, upon ned to fence the tract and build bungto the:
lawB and change delegates march
of the refusal of state bank bills was
House.
recommendation of the executive com- alows, a large club house, hunting was associated with Schmidt in a recognize primary
"
was'" "nS the recal of"' the
augmented today by the flooding of
Met at noon.
mittee and an affirmative vote- of the lodges, etc. Ten men of Detroit have seminary in Mainz, told of the priest's the rules governing conventions
militia and the
the national committee by
city with this currency by refu- Alaskan
bill,
involving
railway
mchamber of commerce, be dropped from already pledged $2300 each and it Is peculiarities and Baid he had coine to adopted by vote. On a
raised oisnussa. or aojuihui
unanimous
a
to
sue
point
chiefly Spaniards from the
of
debated,
Detroit
not
of
men
was
government
ownership
that
Schmidt
conclusion
to
the
dues."
of
jgees,
forty
for
get
rolls
the
planned
1 UK
gallic ni ,nr- vivoc
ugt:liuil
by Committeeman Chubb, of Florida,
Bryan, before foreign af-- em states, each of whom brought an
subscribe. The chamber of commerce mentally responsible.
in which
The other amendment was:
"Mother"
Jones,
by
speech
resolution
accumulation.
"I told him the priesthood was not It was announced that the
of the fairs committee advocated purchase
"Be it resolved, That the constit- will send out literature, maps, etc., to
she. demanded the release
The refugees naturally applied to
his calling and said be was a boob," would be changed so that in states military prisoners held In the strike of embassy buildings at Tokio, Mexico
ution of the Santa Fe Chamber of help the project.
the Central Bank, which was quickly
where it is optional whether a party zone.
said the deposition.
Climate Booklets.
had already City, and Berne.
Commerce be and hereby is amended
delegates
Many
C. K. Mahoney, of Denver, vice confronted with the prospect of being
Dr. Ludwig Benzig, presiding officer shall hold primaries for the elections left the ha.ll for the march on (he state
In the absence of Col. B. M. Cutting,
as follows:
of
they shall be selected in house when William B. Green, secre- president of Western Federation of drained of redeemable paper and left
"Art. Ill, Sec. 1. By striking out chairman of the publicity committee, of the ecclesiastical court at Mainz the delegates
old manner and the primary plan
made charges against mine with notes possibly good hut not
tary and treasurer of the United Mine Miners,
after the word accompanied' the Secretary Van Stone announced that that investigated chargescourtagainst
found shall be observed only in states where Workers, took the floor and counseled operators in Michigan copper districts easily convertible.
words 'by the admission fee which is the climate booklets had cost $114.4U Schmidt, deposed lhat the
This was due to the fact that the
a thou- Schmidt morally responsible, but did the law provides specifically for such moderation. He urged the delegates at rules committee hearing.
hereby fixed at five dollars and.' By and had been paid for; that
Representative Roberts of Massa- - bauks of issue woro nnaMe to ship
had been sent not pass on bis mental state. It de- action.
advance'
booklets
govthe
demands
these
sand
of
'in
to
make
their
words
upon
the
after
adding
silver ror tne redemption or tne
With the resolution for
however, from further exernor in an orderly manner, in the chusetts urged interstate commerce
the words 'which dues are hereby fix- to physicians in the Mississippi valley prived him,
to report his bill to re-- per on account of the refusal of an
of delegates and amendments form of resolutions.
as
functions
his
reached.
be
will
priest.
ercising
month
and
other
payable
physicians
dollar
one
per
ed at
all steel cars on railroads within express company to carry the money
At the request of counsel for the was accepted providing that the basis
It is realized that if Santa Fe is to
Secretary Green in his address to quire
quarterly in advance.'
through districts where rebels are
unfor the selection of delegates from the convention today discouraged the four years.
court
the
the
in
6.
defense,
adjourned
early
Any
draw
physicians
See.
III.
"Art.
By adding
Fowler of Illinois, numerous.
each congressional district, in addi
Representative
tomorrow.
informre- east and middle-wes- t
til
must
declar
be
a
strike,
of
may
general
of
calling
association
plan
member
this
Villa as a Strategist.
tion to one, should be based on "the ing (hut l:ilinr unions should alwavs and Marsh Lambert of Shawueetown,
advantages of a high
sign provided his dues are paid to the ed of the climatic
El Paso, Tex., Dec. 17. General
vote for Republican presi em- - urged rivers and harbors committee
ANY
DENIES
,.
SELLING
Republican
from
with
contracts
to
sheltered
thel.
location
a
dues
and
such
altitude
date of such resignation but
to appropriate $600,000 to repair and Francisco Villa, the constitutionalist
OF MEXICAN INTERESTS. dentiai electors in 1908, or for the Re-- piover8.
.
shall in all cases constitute a valid terrible winds.
leader of Chihuahua, again appeared
levees at Shawneetown.
in
- strengthen
candidate
for
resocongress
on
publican
action
that
was
exPected
Jt
Letterheads.
claim against such resigning member
W. L. Gazzam and Jas. L. Gibson, of in the light of a military
ever
the
is
which
in
17.
strategist
Lord
1914,
higher.'
Dec;
reached
have
London,
would
late
be
Cowdray
Ilutions
today.
envelopes
The illustrated
until they are paid."
R. B. Howell, of Nebraska, submit
Seattle, declared requirements of
yesterday when it was announced by
denying today a statement published
Thank Dods et al.
proved a success that it was decided
imhis officers that instead of sending
Beaniens' bill physically
were pass- to print letter heads to conform, al- In New York to the effect that he was ted a minority report. He concurred .e,.yER NAMED FOR
The
to
of his Mexican oil interests, in everything except the apportion
SALT LAKE OFFICE possible on Puget Sound vessels, at the column of constitutionalist troops
lowing space for printed names and to dispose
ed unanimously:
committee hearing. under General Maclovio Herrera, to
ment scheme and declared that be be
an American concern, said:
.
Mo- addresses of purchasers.
Washington. D. C, Dec. 17. Presi- merchant marine
Whereas, in the Issues of the
Judiciary committee heard delega- attack the federals at Ojinaga. he had
"Neither my firm nor I have sold lieved the proposal of the majority dent Wilson today nominated Charles
11th. two
and
4th
A
Map.
December
of
Splendid
tor Age
tion of American bar association in dispatched them to Torreon to trap it
The members were much pleased nor are about to sell our Mexican oil would be subversive of. the object of, Gammon, of Utah, for assayer in
well written articles on Santa Fe
m.i
future em-- charge of the assav office at Salt Ijike advocacy of removal of technicalities
interests to the Standard- Oil , com- the meeting and result-Ithe
tmm
appeared
have
and vicinity
(Continued on page four)..
in judicial procedure. ...
barrassment to the. Republican party. City.
Btrikel
pany or any one else."
the
on
in
held
three),
(Continued
p(a
militarq prisoners
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the reapportionment
believe thai
scheme as proposed would remedy the

ADOPT NEW
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HOME IN OLD ADOBE

STYLE-THA-

He contended that the principal pur-- j
pi.so of the meeting was to reduce
jsoiKherii representation in Republican
national conventions and that he did

Washington, JJ. C, Dec. 17. The
Republican national committee met
again today to conclude the reform
to remeasures il has undertaken
unite the party, to clear its convention machinery of certain features and
to reduce representations in national
conventions from southern states and
congressional districts which are regained as hopelessly Democratic.
Only two propositions remained to
be acted on today and a report from a
headed by Naspecial
of
tional Committeeman
Warren,
Michigan, offered a solution of each.
committee
finally
The Warren
agreed on a plan of
providing for four delegates at large
from each state, one from each congressional district and one additional
from each district where the total Republican vote was 85 per cent or more
of the total vote cast. No district,
however, would have more than two
delegates, no matter how large the
Republican votes. States having congressmen at large would be entitled to
one vote for each.
The congressional election of 1910
probably will be used as the basis
for determining the exact representation in each state.
Territories and the District of Columbia would have two delegates each.
The plan provides also that it shall
become effective when it is ratified by
states representing a majority of th
electoral college.
Under the Warren plan representation in national conventions would be
reduced by 70 delegates. The following named states would lose the following number of delegates:
Alabama, 6; Florida, 2; Georgia, 6:
Louisiana. 7: MWsslPDi. f 8: North
Carolina, 2; Oklahoma, 1 ; South Carolina, 7; Tennessee, 4; Texas, 14; Virginia, !i. Total loss for the south, 02.
Illinois, 2; Kentucky, 1; New Jersey,
Total loss for the
1; New York, 4.
north, 8.
A plan
for additional delegates
where the Republican vote was more
than 10 per cent of the total was rejected because under it the north
would lose proportionally more than
the south. Under it New York's representation would be cut by 8 and
Ohio's by five." The
unanimously agreed on the 35 per cent
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Candy, Fruits, Nuts, Turkeys, Chickens,
"
Holly, Wreaths,
Ducks, Oysters,Extia

AND

XMAS CANDY

TON OF

A

OVER

Fmy

MICE.

RIGHT

AT THE

WINTER GROCERY
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PHONE 40.

ties are secretly, but bitterly, opposed

SITUATION

to presidential primaries. The
wing of the sometime Republi-caparty have nothing to gain by it.
a presideniial primary it is evident
HAS BEEN BROUGHT ABOUT BY WIL- in
that the Progressive candidate, who
SON'S RECOMMENDATION OF A will doubtless be Theodore Roosevelt,
would clean up any trimber like Had-ley- ,
MEASURE FAVORING DIRECT PRBorah, or Cummins. In fact, u

Do yon know how
To find relief from backache;
To correct distressing urinary ills,
To assist weak kidneys?

To take care of all Xrnas orders,

on the
possibilities now looming
horinou.
A lot of reactionaries lu both par-

A MIXED POLITICAL

Santa Fe People Have Good Reason
For Complete Reliance.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

Your neighbors know the way-H- ave
used Doan's Kidney Pills;
Have proved their worth In many
tests.
Here's Santa Fe testimony.
A. Rodriguez, baggage man, S. Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
says:
"I usod to have sharp twinges in the
small of my back. I had headaches
and often got very dizzy. The pains
troubled me for a long time and although I tried different remedies, nothing did me nny good. One day I
saw Doan's Kidney Pills advertised in
a local paper and ,1 got some. They
cured my back and head and made
me feel better in every way. I have
several
used Doan's Kidney Pills
times sinoe and they have always
brought good results."
For sale Tjy atl dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the L'nitetd
States.
Remnmber the name Doan's and
ake no other

IMARIESMR.

HOBSON

RUDE.

(By Gilson Oardner.)
AVashington, D, C, Dec. 17. The
l
president's recommendation in his
message that congress provide a
federal act for choice of presidential

candidates by direct primaries, doing
away with the old convention system,
has created a very mixed political situation. This move took everybody by tlio
surprise. The unexpected feature is jrcj.aSsociation.
that which suggests a federal act tor
the primaries instead of state legislaThe rude things that Mr. Hobson is
tion. The Baltimore platform had the
about Mr. Underwood make it
saving
on
this
to
subject:
say
following
dimcult for the latter to remain the
"The movement towards more pop- so ue and unruffled candidate for the
ular government should be promoted United States senate. Hobson is a
through legislation in each state which very rude person in his political bewill permit the expression of the pref- havior. Imagine, for instance, trying
erence of the electors for national can- to look calm and statesmanlike in the
FARMERS BUSY AT
at presidential primaries."
sight of galleries packed with enthuSILO BUILOING didates
In his message to congress Presi- siastic and yelling prohibitionists,
dent Wilson said: "1 urge the prompt while Mr. Hobson gets off stuff like
O. T. enactment of
Deining. X. M., Dec. 17 Ht-legislation (by congress :he following, which is carefully rePinch and family took their departure of course) which will provide for pri- produced from
the Congressional
the coun- Record: "I laid the question of my
for San Antonio Monday where the mary elections throughout,
try at which the voters of the several opponent's affiliation with sinister in--j
noted llaptist preacher will
parties may choose their nominees for- terests before congress in due order,"
two
in evangelistic work. During his
the nresidency without the interven- ?aid Mr. Hobson. "What I said about
years residence here he made friends tion of nominating conventions
the gentleman then and what I say
of all people and when he preached
Until this declaration by the presi- about him now is absolutely true. My
his farewell Sunday night the city dent nobody had any idea that con- epponent voted for liquor in the elecchurches adjourned services and the gress would even think about presi tion in his home county, and every
.Methodist quarterly conference gave dential primaries. The matter would
liquor man in Alabama and
up its evening service to join the con- be left to the Btates, and in many i very straight liquor paper In Alagregation of the First Baptist church states it would be neglected, with the bama today is lined up like a solid
I know
in bidding its beloved pastor farewell. consequence that there would be the wall behind him.
combination that the gentleman is of the highest
Short addresses were made by Presid- same old
ing Elder Cochrane, of the Methodist of primaries and convention system type of character and that he lives on
church Kev. K. C. Morgan, pastor of with opportunity for scheming, trad a high moral plane himself; but that
the Methodist church; Kev. Duncan ing, and wire pulling as in the past. only makes him the more dangerous
of
the Presbyterian It is a sensational recommendation end makes it the more pitiful that we
Matheson,
as Wall
church; the Rev. Theodore Piatt, new that congress should provide a uni- should find such interests
street trying to capture our party and
pastor of the First Baptist church, form primary law for all parties.
such interests as the deadly liquor inand Rev. 0. T. Finch, retiring pastor,
Nobody who is informed question
who bade a most affectionate fare- that this can be done. Primary elec terests trying to capture the state of
s
rewell to his church and the city he has tions are not elections provided for by Alabama behind such a
loved so well. Saturday evening Rev. the constitution, and therefore
they actionary leader as is my opponent."
Finch and family were invited to din are not subject to the constitutional
ner by Deacon A. B. Daniels, and limitations governing such elections,
i
about 8 o'clock were surprised by a Congress could provide the machinery
it
if
large body of his parishoners who for a primary of
men,
little
came with a well filled purse, and a .hiirofi n mnv nrnviile for ft nrimarv
number of useful gifts of silverware, in which women may vote alongside
Coffeo
appropriate addresses being made by of men in states where women would
County Superintendent Grace G. Goe- - 1)ot be qualified voters at a regular
"Pusli those
bel on behalf of the church and Miss tipMinn.
Tn sshort there is no excuse
Marie Tustin on behalf of the B. Y. P. convenient for the many in both paraway" in the morning
U.
The new pastor, Rev. Theodore ties who would like to dodge this
Piatt, will enter upon his duties as recommendation.
with a steaming cup of
pastor of the First Baptist church
It is beginning to dawn on some
next Sunday morning.
Schilling's Best coffee.
people that the president's desire for
Farmers in the vicinity of Iteming a
on
presidential
primary
popular
What a blue sky! And
are taking advantage of the delightful nominees
is his method of dealing
winter to build underground silos, and with that paragraph in the Baltimore
how the birds sing!
will next year be prepared to enter
platform which reads:
into the dairying business in real
"We favor a single presidential
earnest. In this connection it is Inter
term, and to that end urge the adop
esting to note that the annual report tion of an amendment to the constitu- of President A. A. Temke, of the ItemLUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
tion making the president of the Unit-ing Chamber of Commerce, that por- ed States
for reelection,
ineligible
tion referring to development being as
and we pledge the candidate of this
WINDOWS, DOORS
"The work of development convention
jj follows
to this principle."
in "e 7
" tt,nuu "'una forward.
President
A convention ia which
AND MOULDING
It is conservatively estimated that Wilson had no part and was not pres- have
season
there
during the past
ent, pledged him to the principle of
been and are now in actual cultivation serving one term in the White House, j
now
SAWYER
10,0000 acres and with the work
His reply, as many view it, is a Bug- being done by the Alfalfa Farms com- gestion that the people be permitted
pany and allied corporations common- freely to choose their candidate for
223 San Francisco St. Phone 206 W
ly known as the Miesse people, by the the presidency. He evidently is willUio Mimbres Irrigation company or
a
presiSANTA FE, N.M.
ing to take his chance as
what is known as the Spalding-Fishe- r
dential primary candidate with any
Alfalfa
&
the
tract, by
Deming Dairy
successors to the
Farms company,
Home Plot & Deming Real Estate and
Improvement company, and by the
Alfalfa Farms & Orchards company
developing the land of Lester & Slier- man, alone will, I am confident, show
from 35,000 to 40,000 acres in cultivation before the close of another year
to say nothing about the additional
development that will be done by
Fosler-Milbui'- n

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Coal wsv&tit Wood
PHONE 85 MAIN.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERR1LLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
COAL, ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

T. & S. F.

Railroad Depot

The Denver & Rio Grande
RAILROAD COMPANY.
all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande
Southern Railroads in Colorado and New Mexico
TO all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande Southern
Railroads in Colorado and New Mexico.
ALSO FROM all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande Rallroaod to
all stations fn COLORADO on the following lines: CHICAGO,
FROM

For quick results,

"WANT."

FARES
s
One
fare for the round trip to all points on the
Denver & Rio Grande Ft. R.
To all points on above Foreign Lines mentioned, the fare will be
made by the use of one first class fare for the round trip to Pueblo
or Denver plus fare and one third, Pueblo or Denver to destination.
one-wa-

191

Return Limit, January 5th,
FOR

AS TO RATES,

INFORMATION

J, and
1914.

Jan.

clouds

j

1st, 1914.

ETC., CALL ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
L

IN

POWER
IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch the button and

is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

ASK FOR TICKETS-S-

YOUR FREIGHT

HIP

high-clas-

BURLINGTON
& QUINCY R. R., CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND &
PACIFIC RY., COLORADO & SOUTHERN RY., COLORADO MIDLAND RY., FLORENCE & CRIPPLE CREEK RY., MISSOURI-PACIFIRY SAN LUIS SOUTHERN RY., UNION PACIFIC R. R.

Dales of Sale, Dec. 23d, 24th, 25th and 31st,

THESE DAVS OF MODERN METHElectricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
ODS,

;

Christmas and New Year Holiday EKirion Fares

first-clas-

.

1913.

jffLIGHT

primary would eliminate the
leaders of the party and smash Che
remnants of a party machine. Tha
national committee and convention
manipulators would cease to be the
party and would cease to name the
candidate, with the result that there
would be one opposition candidate to
the Democratic candidate and that the
Democratic candidate would be Wood-i,- .
x Wilson. Thus observe equally
to the primary suggestion
(. ..aniD Clark.
Oscar Underwood and

WAS VERY

17,

244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.'M

1

'

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Coast, via NEW

MEXICO CENTRAL

to Torrance thence.

.yV
Hor
m

East

The

Best
Route

' West

--

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Aft, El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,

'

:

j

J.

C. L. POLLARD,

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

j

CRICHTON,

1. J.

Managers Treasurer.

Secretary,

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

for

S

Jr3:EA.IDQ,TJ-jK,TJ3T-

Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS
GENERAL

F

the FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

EZjTYour Business Solicited."
Phone 100 and 35 W.

NEW MEXICO

::

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the V S.
War Department.
Locsied In the beutitul Pesos
V alley. 1700 feet above let level,
sunshine every day. Ones air
work throughout the entire ses-IoConditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such a eannotbe found
elaewheie In America. Fourteen officer! and Instructors, all
(radnates from standard EastTen buddings,
ern eoUeses.
modern in every respect.

erects

IRON JAW STOPS
ROBBERS BULLET

:

E. A. CA HOOK. President.
J. E. RHEA,

j. p. WHITE. Treasurer.

JOHN W. POK, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.

Pot particulars
address.

ad

Illustrated

C0L.JAS.W.WILLSON,Snpt.

cats-sine-

Copious rains Monday made grass
show green and beautiful.
A bunch of government
surveyors
are completing a survey or two or
three townships northeast of the city.
Charles Gallop and family have ar--1
rived from Petosky Mich., and have
taken up their residence on Silver
avenue.
Talk about the popularity of parcel
post, the Deming postofflce force
handled Monday 18 sacks of parcel
post packages on the mail coming
Postmaster
from the east alone.
Foulks has built
large section to
handle parcel post packages, and although the compartments are from
about 3x4 feet in size and they art
kept full most of the time. Postmaster Foulks estimates that the coming week the business will be practically doubled which will tax the
limit of his office, although the working space has been enlarged by the
addition of another building during the
present year. An incerase of over 8f
per cent vas shown last year, and the
coming year it will be practically
doubled.

,

New York, Dec. 17 Men who have
stood at the bar of Peter Michakas
have always remarked on his iron jaw.
Practical jokers have thrown bottles
at him. Whenever they hit his Jaw
the bottles broke.
Tonight the publican was returning
with his wife and young son from a
visit to a neighbor. Near his house
he went into a bar, had a drink and
showed a big roll. Three men there
upon followed him into the hallway of
his home.
From a distance of about seven feet
one man with a revolver urea, me
bullet glanced off Michakas's jaw and
hit bis wife in the hand.

FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

66-6-

Next

XMAS - XMAS

j

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

MULLIGAN & RISING,

Xmas Delicacies this year is the
Our line
most complete we have ever had, and that
means the best in the city. We are listing a
few of the "Goodies " we are offering :

Door

to Postofflce.

CHRISTMAS
HOLIDAY

RATES

of

j

,

to 20c per lb. Huyler's ExquisChristmas candies, 12
Chocite Chocolates, 40c to $5.0 per box. Vassar and Nobility
olates, 35c to $2.50 per be.
DECORATIONS
Tree decorations, tinsel, etc., from 1c up. Xmas
Bells, from 1e to 20c for t e large ones.
We will have a full ine of Holly and Holly and ImmorGREENS
Holly In bulk, Roping Mistletoe,
telles Wreaths,
etc.
New Navels, 30c, 35c, 40e, 45c, 50c and 60c per doz. Per
ORANGES
case, $3.50
3 for 25c, 10c and 20c.
FLORIDA
IMPORTED MALAGA AND CA.IFORNIA RED GRAPES.
GERMAN CHRISTMAS CAKE.
PFEFFEHNUS E German Nut Cakes.
LEBKUCHEN
MRS. WARNER'S FRUIT CAKE.

CANDIES

2

well-berrl-

ONE AND

FARE

ONE-THIR- D

For the Round. Trip Between All
Points on the
A. T & S. F. R.R. IN NEW MEX.,
Also to All Points on the

GRAPE-FRUI-

HEINZ AND BLUE LABEL PLUM PUDDING.
CIGARS IN XMAS BOXES Osmundos, Tom Moore, Tiberius, Little
Tom, Sierra Cruz and mary others.
FANCY TOBACCOS IN GLASS HUMIDORS.
Grimes Golden,
EXTRA FANCY APPLES Jonathans, Wlnesaps,
Black Ben and others, $1.75 per box.
NUTS Walnuts, Almonds, Fllbers, Pecans, Black Walnuts, Hickory

Nuts, Chestnuts, Peanuts, Etc.
IMPORTED CLUSTER RAISINS, Smyrna Figs in baskets, Stuffed
Figs and Dates In Glass.
We will have everything obFRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
tainable In the Fruit and Vegetable line at this period of the
year.
POULTRY
Turkeys, Ducks, Geese, Springs and Hens.
FRESH MEATS Beef, Pork, M tton, Lamb, Veal, Spare Rlbe, Brains,
Wieners, Pigs Feet; also full line of Kosher Meats.
FISH OF ALL KIND8.
OYSTERS, SEALSHIPT AND . THE SHELL.
CHEESE AND DELICATESSA GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

We Guarantee Quality and Price on Everything
That Leaves Our Store!
GET THE HABIT! - GET THE HABIT!

THE MODERN

GROCERY

COMPANY.

A. T. & S. F. R. R. IN COLORADO,
Trinidad to Denver inclusive.
Dates of Sale, December 23rd, 24th, 25th and
31st, and Januaay 1st, 1914. Return Limit,

January 5th,

191.4.

HOLIDAY RATES FOR STUDENTS

I

TEACHERS

will be
For the benefit of Students and teachers tickets
round trip bethe
for
d
fare
and
one
of
rate
at
sold
Coast lines west
tween all points in New Mexico, including
20th on condition
and
19th
December
on
of Albuquerque,
teacher or princithat such oarties present certificates from
said school.
at
attendance
showing
of
school,
the
pal
limit
return
January 5th,
Minimum selling rate, $5.00,
one-thir-

1914.

For particular, call on any agent of the Santa Fe.

Santa

H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,
New Mexico.
Fe,

-

of Public
of Commissioner
Office
Lauds, State of New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Public Land Sale.
Santa Fe. N. M.. Dec. 15, 1913.
that, pur.Notice is hereby given
suant to the provisions of an Act of
Congress approved June 2flth, Win,
the Laws of the State of New Mexico,
and the rules and regulations of the
State Land Office, the Commissioner
of Public Lands will offer at public
sale, to the highest bidder, at 10
o'clock a. m. on Tuesday, the 10th
day of March, Jul i, in .the town of
Socorro, county of Socorro, state of
New Mexico, in front of the court
house therein, the following described
tract of land, viz: All of sec. 2, township S south, range 10 west: all of
range 10
sec. :l, township S south,
west; all of sections 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10. 17, IS, 19, 20, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30,
32, township 8 south, range 10 west;
S 2 SW
NW 1 SW
the N
section 21 ; lots 1, 2, 3,
SE
NE
SW
E
NW
E
4; NE

A

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

NEW SECRETARY

Coffee

bettor world will be

OF PHILIPPINES

sound principles rule all business.
Sound business will
spread as people appreei-al- e
and support it.
The slogan: unipmlified
satisfaction and money's
worth

or money back.

Schilling's Best coffee in
cans;
cleanly
granulated.

BOUNCING BETSV
DELAYS BIG LINER

DOCTORS

,

2

3,--

2

4

1

4

2

4

2

4

2

2

e

WINIFRED T.

DENTSEN,

former

assistant attorney general, is the

new

secretary of the interior for the Philippine Islands. He was recently appointed by President Wilson to sucGovernor
ceed Dean C. Worchester.
General Harrison and Denisen are the
only American members of the Philippine commission. He sailed for the
islands as soon as his appointment
was confirmed.
New Mexican
bring results.

Want
Try It.

Ads.

EUGENIC

LAW.

Milwaukee, Wis., Dec. 17. The Mil-- j
waukee Medical society, has decided
not. to comply with the state eugenic
marriage law providing that all candi-- I
dates for marriage must prove their
physical fitness by the production of
a physician's certificate. The doctors
say they cannot afford to give such
jan examination for $3, the statutory
price. A committee has been named
to put the problem before the state
board of health.
If doctors refuse to issue those certificates, there can be no marriages
'solemnized ill Wisconsin after Janu- ary 1, except by securing certificates
through the state board of health,
which would delay many marriages.

4

2

DECLINE TO
OBEY

31,

2

always

EXPERT IN "CITY OF A MILLION HENS

',;

BLAMES HIGH COST OF EGGS ON HEN ALONE
A WAY TO MKE 'EM LAY IN WINTER," SAYS
W. R. THOMAS WHO OWNS 2300 CHICKENS HE MAKES $4000 A
YEAR ON $20,000 INVESTMENT.

"WE'VE GOT TO FIND

of Arizoiva,

California offer.s those who love the sea a
winter of delight. Superb resort hotels provide luxurious entertainment. On your way
p
Grand Canyon of
there see the
mile-dee-

Arizona.
The California Limited Is an
Pullman train, exclusively for
Buns daily betravel.
tween Chicago, Kansas City, Los
Angeles, San Diego, Oakland and
San Francisco, with Pullman 'or
Grand Canyon.
Fred Harvey
meals are served.
first-cla-

Pour other Santa Fe trains to
Three run dally; these
California.
carry standard Pullmans, tourist
sleepers and chair cars; all elassea

The only railroad under one man
ogement through to California;
half way.

H. S.

imi,

Aft.
(U)

j

'"

i

..,,.

.

-

..,,

"swat-the-fly-

j

trib-loon-

-

visit-joine-

1

prize-winnin-

exhibit-adjutan-

W. R. Thomas of the "City of a Milion Hens," whose flock of 2300 chickens nets him 20 per cent annually on his investment.
The Leghorn rooster is "Woodrow Wilson," grandsire of the whole
flock. He's valued at $30.
me that, leaving the middleman en(By Jack Jungmeyer.)
tirely out of the question.
Pataluma, Calif., Dec. 17 The
"I make my profit In the spring and
exacts 10 cents a dozen for
are prolific
carrying eggs from the producer in summer when the hens
this the largest poultry center In the and food is cheaper. I am well satisworld to the consumer in San Fran- fied with my business, but have had
to work hard, early and late, for nine
cisco, 30 miles away.
When the rancher gets 40 cents, the years, to get it.
'Boycotting is not a cure for the
housewife pays 55 to 57.
Of this increase the retailer gets high cost of eggs in winter, it will
from 5 to 6 cents, and the balance is only serve to raise prices ultimately
of business the 50 per
split between buyer and commission by driving out
cent of poultrymen who are hanging
man.
These are the first facts to be on the ragged edge."
definitely learned by Uncle Sam's
The viewpoint of the egg buyer is
agents In California who are investisetforth
the
in
by C. H. Hamilton who buys
as
one
factor
the
egg
gating
on a cash basis, between
sells
and
cost
of
living.
high
They are facts which the consum 750,000 and 1,000,000 eggs a year. Ilara-- ,
"I am perfectly satisfied," says
ers' leagues also are taking Into consideration In planning cooperative cold ilton, "when I can net one cent a
storage plants with the producers and dozen above expenses and losses. 4G
"Xow we are paying the rancher
the standardization of the egg incents right here for fresh eggs. This
dustry to lower prices.
Between these two agencies the egg does not include crating, candling,
situation is being thoroughly candled insurance, or storage if we want to
for
and responsibility
prevailing hold them. AH this costs at least 5
cents a dozen.
prices established.
"The production during the winter,
Disclaim of profits by those connected with the business here is general. and the consequent higher prices, is
which
Occasionally a rancher admits making indicated in the fact that hens now
150 cases in summer are
produce
money.
One of these, W. R. Thomas, who laying but 20 cases.
"The much lambasted middlemen
owns 2300 chickens, says he is clearone to three cents a
ing between $3500 and $4000 annually are getting from
dozen on eggs.
on a $20,000 investment.
"When the farmer gets 40 cents a
Whether this 20 per cent annually
on capital Invested is an exhorbitant dozen for eggs here, the grocer can
the Sau Francisco
profit for the farmer, or whether 10 buy them from
cents a dozen is too high a tariff for commission man at 49, and should rethe middleman, will shortly be deter- tail them at not more than 55.
"The cold storage game is a gamble,
mined by government Investigators.
"Seasonal high cost of fresh eggs This year those who stored when eggs
must continue," says Thomas, "until were from 16 to 20 cents have made
some way Is found to induce hens to barrels of money by selling between
lay during the winter. The hen is the 30 and 40 cents. Last year they lost
only one who has not been blamed, money. It costs about 5 cents a dozen
to prepare and hold eggs.
and she is chiefly responsible.
"in cities there is manipulation ot
"Of my 2300 hens only 400 are now
laying a high average which most prices, A price should be fixed on
and last throughout the week.
poultrymen have not reached. When Monday
the hens lay 34 dozen eggs (400) per This-- constant up and down is all
day, I must sell at 45 cents to break wrong, baseless and induces violent
even. This nets $15 a day bare ex- criticism.
"Limitation of storage of eggs to
penses.
"If the consumer came to my ranch three months, as proposed, would
with his basket he would hare to pay greatly increase prices."
j
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of tickets honored. The Santa Fa
between Chicago, Kansas
runs once
City and Los Angck'a,
" extra fast,
a week in winter
extra fine, extra fare."
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to bring this matter before the city
council," he added, "and I ask that
the chamber of commerce consider the
PERMANENT HOME IN OLD ABOBE matter at its next meeting."
Before the meeting adjourned Judge
.McFie referred to the new portale on
the Old Palace and said that it is
now Iming nindi' to secure the neeos-- much admired. He called attention to
(Continued From Page One.)
t.hn
tin- - possibilities
;sary enlistments,
of beautifying
Ernest
"And, whereas, the citizens are as- - famous old adobe, opposite the Catheith the road map drawn
Tascheli shotting points of interest sured that the members of said or dral., in the same manner, now that
near Santa Fe, the trails and roads. ganization will not be required to ab-- i' is selected as the home of the city
their ocrupa- council, tlie Santa Fe club and the
iiiid pictures of Interesting buildings, sent themselves from
land ruins besides a little map of the: Hons for encampments when such ab- - chamber of commerce.
The chamber sence would result in detriment to the
Mr. Hughes' Suggestion,
Icily of Santa Fe.
.Mr. lliinlies offered a suggestion to
tendered Mr. Taschek a vole of thanks members of such company or their
the chamber of commerce and it
for his clever map which required two employers:
"Now therefore be it resolved by aroused enthusiasm.
months' of hard work.
Discussing the
Santa Fe style he said that
The proof of the map was exhibited jthe chamber of commerce of Santa that- New-Oladits beauty is evident but he asked:
last night and the maps will arrive ill we endorse the organization of an
ditional company of infantry in the "Why not get down to material facts?
a couple of weeks.
city of Santa I'V, and that we favor Why not set to work to realize our
The National Guard.
the enlistment in said company of nil dream of a Santa Fe style? I suggest
disof
the
Col. E. C. Abbott, .judge
that a company could be formed to
eligible young men in the city."
on
trict court, addressed the chamber build these bouses for small monthly
Ask Mr. McManus.
tolthe national guard. He spoke as
A discussion ensued concerning the payments, say one' and a half times
think
lows:
removal of twelve convicts from street, the amount of the rental.
if the
"Mr. President and Members of thai work and it was asked if they could banks would
I beg leave not be
association needed financial help."
of Commerce:
bronght back. Mr. flanna
to thank you for this opportunity ta;norted that the paving question rial, Mr. Hughes discusses further details
address you on a subject in which 'been put Letore llie city council, of the project, and said there is plenty
flut ihojof ground around Santa Fe for the
am deeply interested and which I be- Councilman Baca teplied
lieve should be of interest to every cit- coiincitnien are awaiting a conference erection of these beautiful homes. "I'd
izen of this city, or this state. I refer jwith a committee from the char,. her like to have a few houses in this style
rent myself," he added,
The plan to
to the national guard. As you are per- - lot commerce.
and the cnpilol wasj Mr. Conway: "I think Mr. Hughes'
haps aware, there are nine companies (around the
We
he suggestion a mighty good one.
of infantry and one battalion In this 'discussed and Mr. Baca stated
state with headquarters in Santa Fe. 'wished every member of the chamber need houses here and why not in th
Most of the members of the staff re - jto ask Warden McManus to "come Santa Fe style, Mr. President?"
K. ('. Burke suggested that a com
brick
siile here- so do the members of the through" with the necessary
!or say when lie will he awe to Ho so. mittee of three be named by the presband.
ident to formulate plans to carry out
"Tii tmverninenf sunnlies the in The motion was carried midst much
Mr. Hughes' suggestion.
struments for the band, and also three laughter,
President Dorman: "Certainly. I
Circle Drive Fund.
uniforms and equipment to every man.
Applause greeted the announce- name Mr. Hughes. Mr. Burke anil Mr.
We have one company of infantry
the circle drive fund of $100 Conway."
here. The other company was allow- ment, that
had been raised, the last subscription
There was laughter as all three of
ed to lapse. You are also aware, perof
more than raising the required these gentlemen begged leave to delt (, IIH tiint we have six Hrmorles in the
amount Asked if the work would be cline the honor, asking that compei
g n at once, Co Sena, who volunteer- - tent builders be put on the committee.
:,
war
Now, the
department
Mr. Dorman himself was suggested
"
hat the state of New Mexico shall
Mr, Dorman conby Mr. Hughes.
have a full regiment of infantry If the
sented to meet with the committee and
state is to get the appropriation'
exvoice
which
his views.
Laughter greeted a
,.,, we lend ,,; give
amomiting to $15,000 to $25,000 a year.
P. M. A. Lienau aroused another rip
The government expects something the drive fund at interest
until
ple of laughter as he told of certain
for this outlay. Our regiment has but
spring!"
building plans about to be put through,
nine companies and we shall have to
Tribute to General Brookes.
in Albuquerque suggesting that tha
....
u.
more
mree
cumn.j
organize
UR.eB ra(1 llle following
j py, A
taken up Mr.
the demands of the war department. ,.psomtjOIig 0I1 the dna(h of General Duke City had already
"I don't know any"Governor McDonald is doing aI1 HrooUeti which wre passed by una- Hughes' idea.
building
thing about Albuquerque's
mat ne can io see mat u.r im. ........
vn,.
said Mr. Hughes, "1 referred to
plan,"
to
the
is
requirements.
kept up
puard
"Whereas death has removed from the building of houses in the New-OlHe is traveling around the state, stir- our midst Captain A. S. Brookes, an
Santa Fe style in Santa Fe."
inof
tour
a
ring up interest, making
active and valued member of this
Secretary Van Stone then announcas
head
spection. He has appointed
chamber, and,
Santa Fe style
ed that the New-Olof
of the national guard a graduate
"Whereas, as an organization we had become so popular that one man
AdWest Point and I can say that
have lost a wise counselor and as in asked him to furnish a design for a
jutant General Herring is doing all atviil.ials mourn the deatli of a loyal
There was more laughter.
that he can to arouse enthusiasm, fl.pnd an(j comrade, a true
Swat the Fly.
McDonald has decided to
and a good citizen,
Judge Hanna asked the chamber of
cate one of these new companies at
..Thor(jforPi Be ,t Reaolved. that the commerce to enlist the aid of the SanSanta Fe, another at Albuquerque and jchamb((r ot comlI,erce is deeply Sen-- ta Fe ladies in a great
"
third at Deming. As Santa re i !sil)le of itR grf.af loss n(J RI)reads
campaign early in the spring, or whenthe
state
it
is
of
logical
the
the capital
1)g mlmlteB these resolutions as ever the fly begins to grow active. He
place for the headquarters of the regi- PVidence of its high appreciation ot criticised a certain livery stable here
here.
should
remain
ment and they
jthe cnnracter and attainments of the as a great, fly rendezvous and asked
One company here, captained by l,ippp.,uPIi
if something could not he done. He
efIt
is
James Baca, is well kept up;
"rtesf)ived, that a copy of Ihese resc- - emphasized the importance of screencom
ficient. We should have another
lulions be sent by the secretary to ing food in grocery stores and butcher
pany. The national guard Is called the family."
shons and told of what had been
upon at various times to parade and It
The president appointed A. K. P. done in Las Vegas where the women
has never fallen down.
Robinson, Mr. Davis and Mr. Wood! were Ho emphatic in their demands
Let Young Men Join.
a- - committee
to draft, resolutions on that, finally the merchants yielded.
Institute of Science.
"It seems to me that every able- - (he death of Dr. K. Alnion Leonard.
Rupert F. Asplimd reported for the
bodied young man ought, to join the
McFie on Architecture.
Judge
committee und told the
national guard. It seems to me that
Judge John R. McFie spoke at some Chautauqua
plans for an "Institute of Science,"
the work of the New-Oldrilling at the armory Is better than ,i,,nKlh
sa-which plans had been published in
loafing around billiard halls or ; sal)ta ye committee and paid a
And I think that all business
te (o tile artiBt8 anri architects who an Albuquerque paper under a Santa
inmen of Santa Fe ought to support the uail stiljinittetl designs for houses in Fe date line before the papers of
Santa Fe style, "These corporation had been filed. President
project. Some business men hereto- tl(3 New-OlDorman asked that in the. future all
fore have declared that if their clerks ,)lave u(ipn gveatiy admired by
the guard they would lose their ors . Baij tlie ju,ige, "and we are committees report direct to the chamrehave been Informed ber of commerce before allowing
jobs. I wish to say right here mat proud of them.
Mr, Asthis seems the wrong spirit. I urge that their fame has reached Roswell ports to get into the press.
committee felt it
or. all of the business men of Santa and that a prominent lawyer down plimd said that the
the
Fe to do what seems to be their duty there has sent, for a copy of the was acting, in good faith "to get
is
publicity."
To
me
this
in supporting the national guard and
design.
There was some laughter after the'
not throwing obstacles in the way of the highest kind of encouragement.
at the embarrassment caused
of
new
the
One
company.
professors at Las duces meeting
forming this
the committee by the correspondent
"In reeard to the necessity of going also desires a design. These designs l.l.
...,..t tl, ltunufM, In Albiiniipl-niiA- .
t
to encampment, the governor and the will be sent to San Diego and
of coffee,
Refreshments
steaming
general have expressed thejed as the, Santa Fe style. The more hot. and sandwiches were then served
rea-in
we
can
this
built
houses
get
business
style,
view that where urgent
The
caterer.
as
with Lupe Uerrera
better for Santa Fe. (Applause.)
sons interfere with attending encamp-jthwere passed around early in
cigars
An
relaxbe
Incinerator,
will
ment, the rule to attend
Judge McFie then addressed the (he evening.
ed. I do not wish to be understood as
on the importance of destroy-ment- ,
faying that there will be no encamp-- chamber
a
but I do wish to impress on the jing garbage and called attention to
business men of this city and their jthe value of Incinerators, declaring
of
one
will
these
have
Fe
Santa
employes that a guardsman will not that
be forced to go to encampment if it in the near rnture. tie sam mat ne
one
New Mexican Want Ads. always
will seriously cripple the business ot had been informed that a good
intend .bring results. Try it.
"We
could be built for $4,500.
hardship
work
or
great
his employer
to himself."
No War Talk.
Colonel Abbott raised a ripple ol
WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THIS?
lauuhter by saying that he had not
come to the chamber of commerce "to
re
A
LUNCH COUNTER ON A RAILROAD TRAIN
give a war talk," hinting that his
marks should not be construed to
mean that new companies are to be
raised because of the Mexican war

CHAMBER

j

Montezuma.
J. A. Shipley, Silver City.
J. A. Miller, Albuquerque.
M. L. Kaliley, Hillsboro.
J. P. Flndley, Hatch.
V. F. Manville, Silver City.
C. F. Dea email, Ixis Angeles.
Mis. Brown, City.
Miss Moore, City.
Itobt. Speilgel, New York.
F. !. Canfield, Kansas City.
A. L. Clawson, El Paso.
Clarke M. Moore and wife, Denver.
Dr. Tannus, City.
K. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
A. C. Ilendrickson, Trinidad.
R. E. Baer, Albuquerque.
J. A. Filtz, Chicago.
.1. T.
Whatley, City.

here wlieu

section
SE
V
SE
10 west;
New York, Dec. 17
township 8 south, range
Betsy, Captain
all of section 7, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, W
rnd Mrs. R. Falkner Howard's doll,
NW
K
NE
SB
NE
who arrived on the Mauretania, has
section IS, lots
SE
SW
E
lie distinction of being the only doll
SW
NE
NW
E
1,
that ever stopped a 'ransatlaiitic
NE
section 19, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, X
liner. Betsy did it.
E
NW
SE
NE
SW
clsy, who looks like a real child
SE
SK
W
SE
SW
of tlree or four years, w. taken for
7
S
4,
6,
5,
section 30, lots 2, 3,
a pioinenaue by Mrf. rfiward who
SW
K
NW
NE
SE
on the deck to show tliat
9
south, council her
section 6, township
SE
The Betsy
was
unbreakable.
she
W
range 10 west, all of section 1,
overboard.
bounced
W.
NE
SW
NW
NE
"Man overboard," yelled a sailor.
SW 14
SE
E
SW
Falkner tried to explain bui
Captain
NW
NE
section 12, NE
Orders had been
was
too
late.
it
section 13, NE
S
NW
S
shouted from the bridge and the great
NW
NE
SW
S
NE
slowed down.
section 21, township 9 south, ship
S
The captain decided that as the enrange 11 west, N. M. P. M., curtaining gines had been stopped the doll might
a total of Eighteen Thousand Nine as wall be rescued. Boat No. 6 was
Hundred and Eight and Twenty-threrowed back half mile to where Betsy
hundredths acres (18,908.23) more or was
hobbling on the waves.
surthe
to
government
less, according
on
the
improvements
vey thereof,
miles 4 PAIRS OF PANTS
this land consist of twenty-ona
total value of
of wire fencing,
ONE PAIR OF LEGS
twentyone hundred dollars, no bid
will be accepted for less than three
dollars ($3.00) per acre, which is the New York, Dec. 17. George Walker.
The abov-- 3 with gray side whiskers and very
appraised value thereof.
sale of .lands will be subject to the roomy trousers, walked into a Brookfollowing terms and conditions, viz: lyn clothing store. The man announcThe successful bidders must pay the ed he wanted to buy a suit, and the
commissioner of public lands, or his clerk began to drag out garments.
of Walker tried on half dozen pairs of
agent holding such sale,
the price offered by them respective- trousers. He refused to go to a dressly for the land, 4 percent interest in ing room, but changed from his own
advance of the balance of such pur- to the store pants and back again
chase price, the fees for advertising right in the salesroom. Nothing sult- and appraisement and all costs inci- pd him. and he was walking out when
dental to the sale herein, and each Charles Cans, the proprietor, entered.
and all amounts must be deposited in Gans" leaped on the
cash or certified exchange at the Walker and shouted for a policeman.
time of sale, and which said amounts jln Walker's voluminous trousers were
and all of them are subject to forfeit- three pairs of pants from Gans stock.
ure to the state of New Mexico if the Walker had hidden them away under
successful bidders do not execute a the very eyes of the clerk.
contract within thirty days after it
"Two years ago, Gans explained,
has been mailed to them by the state "this fellow
came In and tried on
land office, said contracts to provide
for an hour, and when he walkfor the payment of th- balances of pants
ed out I was four pair shy. I recogthe purchase prices of said tracts of nized him
immediately."
land In thirty equal annual installments, with interest on all deferred
How's This?
payments at the rate of .4 per cent
BANK OF COMMERCE,
per annum, in advance, payments and NATIONAL
Toledo, O.
interest due on October first of each
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intervear. and such other conditions, obli
the blood
gations, reservations and terms as nally, acting directly upon
of the system.
surfaces
mucous
and
law.
be
by
may
required
Price 75
Testimonials sent free.
. The above tract of land as described,
all DrugSold
bottle.
cents
by
per
The
will be offered in its entirety.
commissioner of public lands, or his gists.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reagent holding such sale, reserves the
ward for any case of Catarrh that
right to reject any and all bids at
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
said sale. Possession under contracts
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
of sale for above described tracts will
We, the undersigned, have known F
be given on or before October 1st,
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
1914.
Witness my hand and the official believe him perfectly honorable in all
seal of the state land office, this loth business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
day of December, 1913.
by his firm.
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Commissioner of Public Lands.
(SEAL)
XE
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For quick results,
little "WANT."

cloud.
Colonel J. D. Sena followed Colonel
Abbott by firing a few hot shots at the
condition of affairs which caused five
young men to lose their jobs two
enyears ago when they attended an
. He
praised the work of

campment.
the encampment and pronounced it an
education. He asked the business
men to remember that once before
the band was taken away from Santa
Fe "because we had only one company
here."
President Dorman raised a laugh by
asking Judge Abbott if the attendance
at encampment would be enforced
"like jury service." Judge Abbott replied: "Oh, that's another question."
The chamber then went on record
favoring the plan to raise another
company here, to be captained by
Vere Boyle, and calling on patriotic
business men to throw no obstacles in
the way of their employes Joining the
new company so as to put New Mexico on the military basis required by
Cncle Sam.
The Resolution.
The following was Colonel Abbott's
resolution which was passed unani-

ZJ

mously:

"Whereas, there is an effort being
made by the governor of the state of
New Mexico to raise three additional
This is the lunch counter car the; room appliances, with twenty
national guard companies in order to
railroad lias added l0 boards for supplies, coffee urns and ice
maintain the regimental organization one of its trains. The car is eighty, boxes. The kitchen, at one end of
car is equlpped wlth a range.
under recent orders of the war departfeet long, with a counter, at which lbron.ers an(i a gteam table. In this
ment.
exnew traveling restaurant, dining car
persons can be seated,
"And, whereas, the governor has au- twenty-onr
thorized one of said companies to be tending nearly its entire .length. Back- meals will be served at
lunch- prices.
counter
are
usual
the
the
is
of
effort
an
and
Fe
Santa
in
organized
e

lunch-counte-

M.UU
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BRONCHO KEEPS

GIRL

FROMlROMANCE

GOVERNMENT'S
WITNESS IS

COMPLETING

T

IS A REAL LOVE SCENE GOING ON IN
"THE PICTURES." MISS PRICE, IN CALIFORNIA, FINDS OUT-H- OW
ONE "LEADING LADY" BECAME "WALLY'S LEADING LADY"
FOR LIFE!

RIDE

COGHLAN'

RECIPE

FOR

BROILED

17,

1913.:

TOMATOES

itose Coglan has reached the time of
life when she has to worry about getSan Francisco, Dec. 17 David G. ting flit. It has been some years since
Powers, one of the chief witnesses of Itose played Rosalind and showed a
the government In the prosecution of "form of fairest nature's mold," but
the directors and officers of the Western Fuel company, was arraigned In last season she played In "Fine Feapolice court today on a charge of se- thers" with her old time vim.
ducing a
girl under
Miss Coglan seems to think
that
promise to marry. He pleaded not
guilty and asked for an immediate broiled tomatoes are not conductive to
trial, but the district attorney's office confessed unfamlliarity with the flesh; consequently, they are a part
case and a continuance of one week of her dally bill of fare when they
was granted.
are in the market. Ami this Is her
There was no meeting today of the
'federal grand jury, hastily called Into recipe:
Cut a large tomato without peeling
special session yesterday afternoon,
'following the arrest of Powers, to into Slices
'about a halt liicsfi thick
inquire into the charges of the gov-' niment's attorneys
that the arrest Put them into a shallow pan and dust
c f the witness was a part of a con
with grated Parmesan cheese, bits of
spiracy to discredit the government's
butter,
paprika, and salt. Place over
No
warrants have been issued
ise.
the gas until the cheese is melted;
'hiis far.
The Western Fuel trial was resumed serve very hot on toast.
ROSE COGHLAN.
;n the United States district court
l is morning with David
C. Norcross
BATTLESHIP VERMONT
retary of the company, on the wit-:- i WINTER WHEAT!
s stand.
IS BEING TOWED IN.

ONCE IN A WHILE THERE
CROSS-CONTINEN-

ROSE

DECEMBER

PLACED IN JAIL

THE "MOVIES!"

OF

WEDNESDAY,

U

twenty-year-ol-

But I'll Finish Next Year," She Says, "And I'll Ride That Horse, Too.
Because He Threw Me Once Doesn't Mean That Hel'Can Do It Again."

k'
P.

d

-

Betty Thorpe on her
not the one which threw her.
Below she is shown with her pet. dog,
which followed her faithfully, en
countering all sorts of hardships.

s

Upper-r-Mi- ss

horse

I

j

LOST CONTRACT
BECAUSE HE
WOULDN'T PUT UP
New York, Dec. 17. District Attor-- i
ney Whitman went before the grand
jury today with new evidence in con-- I
nection with his investigation
into
state highway graft and the exaction
of campaign contributions
from road
contractors. Several new witnesses,
whose names were not disclosed, were
under subpoenae to testify.
The lat- est evidence was said to have been
furnished by' John A. Hennessy and
icertain
politicians.
At least two new Indictments are
expected before the end of the, week.
Anthony Douglas, a contractor, and
'former mayor of Niagara Falls, testt
ified it is understood, with regard to
the rejection of his bid, the lowest
submitted, for a $1,500,000 job on a
jNew York aqueduct. Douglas charged
it is alleged, that his bid was thrown
out because he refused to contribute
to certain politicians.
!

j

j

j

WALLEY

REID AND DOROTHY

DAVENPORT.

come a director was fulfilled.

(By Gertrude M. Price.)

And he

VILLA

HAS BEEN

SHOWS FINE
CONDITION DEC.

1

Washington, D. C, Dec. 17. An increase of 8.6 per cent, or 2,888,999
acres in the area planted to winter
wheat in the United States this fall,
compared with the revised estimated
area sown last year, was reported today by the department of agriculture.
The condition of winter wheat, on
Dec. 1, was 97.2 per cent of a normal,
the highest December 1 condition recorded since 1903.
Rye shows a decrease of 1.1 per
oent, or 29,000 acres, in the area sown
(Shis fall, compared with that of last
fall, which the December 1 condition.
9.3 per cent of a normal, is the highest since" 1907.
: Texas, with 30 per cent and Okla
the
lipnia with 35 per cent, show
greatest increase in winter wheat
acreage, while KansaB, which has by
Car the greatest area sown, showed an
increase of 11 per cent.
Ohio's acreage shows an increase of
five per cent; Indiana 13 per cent;
Illinois 15 per cent; Nebraska 2 per
cent, and Pennsylvania 1 per cent,
while Washington's acreage decreased
one per cent.

New York, Dec. 17. Wireless messages received early today at Sandy
Hook from the battleship Vermont,
which was disabled last week when:
she broke a shaft, stated that on the
morning of Dec. 14 she was forced to
reduce speed to 8 knots because of additional trouble. Some of the holding
rivets of the port truss bearings were
carried away, the liiessage stated, and
on the following day she was forced
to "stop and request aid from the battleship Delaware, which has been detailed to accompany the disabled vessel to Norfolk, Va. The Delaware has
taken the Vermont In tow and is pro;;
ceeding at a three knot speed.

STRIKEBREAKERS COME
TO COLORADO

IN

FORCE

Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 17. A special
train bearing 170 miners from the
bituminous fields is
Pennsylvania
scheduled to arrive here this afternoon.
This is the largest shipment
of strikebreakers imported since the
strike was called in the southern fields
and special military preparations have
been made to protect the men from
possible attack upon their arrival'
here. They will be divided here and
sent to surrounding camps at once.
A party of fifteen strike breakers
arrived here this morning from Joplio,
Mo., and were sent to the Cameron

BRANDED TOO BLACK
asked Dorothy to play leads. She
is
Holloywood, Calif., Dec. 17.-- lhis
TROOP MAY BE
agreed
They worked admirably
the story of a real western
(Continued From Page One.)
movie
WITHDRAWN IN COLORADO
gether.
romance!
the director's admiration federal force
Gradually
under General Velasco,
A year, or perhaps more, ago dainty for the
Denver, Dec. 17. A meeting of the mine.
clever work of the actress who had
met Wallace turned into love for the
occupied the town.
Dorothy Davenport
state military board ws called - for
fascinating
The report that General Herrera's this afternoon.
"em.
Only routine matters MEMBERS OF COURT
;,
column had gone to attack Mercado were '
He was a leading man. She was an
,
to be discussed, ac
expected
The regt of w at
DID NOT SET IN CASE.
and Orozco at Ojinaga was given pub- nterpreter of pretty girl parts And
cording to Governor E. M.. Ammons.
W(,n lt.g ag e
as
!
mis- licit
to
In
Villa's
orders
order
by
y
were
both
they
A short while, ago
Detroit, Mich., Dec. 17. A member
"Wally" Reid lead the federals, said one of his of Th(J governor said before tne meeting
"Walley," so the story goes, admir
,aie Dorothy Davenport his leading ficers, and Herrera boarded a train that he planned to withdraw most of of the state supreme court, who was
ea ner, nut merely as a possinie star lady for life,
the state
from the strike zone fn Detroit today, said that no member
below Chihuahua and if he has not as soon astroops
in the company which he hoped some
It could be done safely. He of the court who owns stock or is
And when Mr. and Mrs. Reid re25O0
the
constitutionalalready
joined
(to the bank to give my horse a drink. day to direct.
By BETTY THOIU'E.
turned to the Universal studio, here, ist soldiers who evacuated Torreon to added, however, that there seemed otherwise Interested in Michigan cop
As for beautiful Miss Dorothy, well, after their
prospect that the military guard per mines, has had any part in the
My dog walked to the edge and the
honeymoon, there was a the federals, he will do so within a little
(Special Correspondence).
could be reduced at present.
solid. But my horse she hardly noticed him at all, for, you regular jubilee, because every one
ground
appeared
litigation before the court concerning
two
or
an
and
will
attack
be
made
I
day
The governor has received Intima- tne copper mine strike situation, lie
Kallspell, Mont., Dec. 17. Whi n
sank beneath me and I thought I was know, there are so many handsome likes Wally and hfs ''leading lady, who on the federal forces which
the
guard
left Spokane to make my horseback done for. I jumped from the saddle men in the pictures nowadays.
tions that the civil authorities In the said that at least two justices did not
continues to play opposite him in the town.
ride alone to Chicago, in the same and finally we both managed to get
strike zone probably will be in a posi- sit in a recent case because they own
But one day the player's wish to be- - pictures.
The Villa officer said that the eva- tion in a few days to take charge of
fashion as the pioneers of early days, back to solid earth. But it was a hard
mines involved.
cuation of Torreon was planned as a all the military prisoners held by the stock in
I determined that whatever success I struggle.
move
as
it
was
Villa,
strategic
Is
by
militia.
It
won
of
mili
should
the
have
the
be
I
saw
a
policy
of
might
Independducks THE SHEPHERD OF
great number
FORMER CONGRESSMAN
LOOK FOR DEVELOPMENTS
proved before that the federals cannot tary authorities to turn all prisoners
ent of anyone else.
through Pleasant Valley.
JAILED FOR CONTEMPT.
IN NEW MEXICO CENTRAL. hold
out
the
constitutionalist
against
to
over
officers
the
civil
as
soon
as
HILLS
THE
I
DEC.
And I have failed temporarily.
At Haskall Pass there Is an abanin
forces
the
as
the
constitutioncity
practicable.
New York, Dec. 17. For refusal to
presume was too confident and there doned railway tunnel. It fs about a
Herbert Green of Chicago, who is alists are much
stronger as aggresswere hardships connected with the quarter of a mile long. I cou'd just
answer questions on the witness stand
understood to have formed a syndi- ors than
are
on
the
defensive.
they
MRS..
IS
PANKHURST
cate with the purpose of acquiring The officer said the federal forces are
trip that one doesn't see until brought see the light at the other end. My
Harry A. Hanberry, congressman from
AGAIN RELEASED.
face to face with them.
horse fought against going in but I
control of the New Mexico Central now in the
Brooklyn a decade ago, was adjudged
and cut off from all
17.
city
Dec.
Mrs. Emmeline
London,
Nevertheless I think' I would have insisted. There was two to three feat
railroad, arrived .here last night. Mr. sides, and If they are not all captured
today to be in contempt of court and
Pankhurst, the militant suffragette sentenced to serve thirty days in Jail
Green said he had nothing to say last
the of water in the center and how my
gone through all right, despite
Villa's forces they will be greatly leader, was again released from
by
and pay a fine of $250.
lateness of the season, which mad3 dog got through I don't know I was
night in regard to the railroad, but weakened and will
lose their
jail today at. noon. She had
It very hard, had it not been for an too busy with my horse.
asserted he probably would be able artillery and a greatprobably
Hanberry refused to tell the dispo
men
of
their
part
been imprisoned only since Saturday,
to make a statement today, says the
accident. I tried to ride a Strang?
I went through the Flathead Valley
either in battle or through desertions, when she was arrested while on her sition of a check for $24,000 which figured in a suit. The witness declined
horse and was thrown. The accidan' with its borders of great mountains
Albuquerque Journal. He will hold a which will
follow as the way from Paris to London!
to do so, he said, on advice of counsel.
conference today with Col. W. S. Hope- federals will necessarily
caused an injury to my back which and then made for Kalispell to have
not be able to obtain
Mrs. Pankhurst was in a state of
well and others interested in the New funds to
prevents me riding for some time.
my horse shod. There I met wilh an
pay the troops and provide collapse as a result of a "hunger TO REMOVE TECHNICAL
Mexico Central. It apparently is his for them.
I had a fine trip coming into Kalis-pel- . accident in trying to ride a "mean"
strike" and was taken in an ambulance
POINTS FROM THE LAW.
intention not to make any statement
The country is wild and there horse.
A sufficient force of constitutional- to the headquarters of the militant
ur.Eil after the conference.
I am still determined to make the
are few settlers. There has not bc:en
sent
ist
has
been
a
General
where
troops
was
by
physician
suffragettes,
G. )?. Winston, Chicago;
Washington, D. C, Dec. 17. A
J. H. Villa toward
so much game in years. I snr funrHHp, but will have to postpone going
to harrass the waiting. As soon as she is able she
of the American bar association
Flick, Chicago; and E. C. Wetter, Chi- federal forces Ojinaga
titer at one time. They watched iny!" unt" spring.
there
to
and
will go to Switzerland to recuperate,
prevent
consisting o'f Everett P. Wheeler ot
cago, who are Interested in the New them from
approach until J was within a hundred
1
Incidentally, I am going to ride that
concerted
j
making
any
New York; Paul Howland of CleveMexico Central, also arrived last night movement
feet and then went crashing inlo
horse again some day. Just because
either against .Juarez or INSPIRED EDITORIALS
land, Ohio; Prof. John D. Lawson, of
to attend the conference today.
timber.
me
once
no
threw
is
he
Chihuahua.
tha:
ARE
NOT
WANTED.
sign
jjie
the University of Missouri; Prof.
Colonel Hopewell, who has been in
Oi.e night I came to a lake and rude can do it
El17.
Dec.
again.
No battle will take place at Ojinaga
Howard
Boston, Mass.,
Frank Irvine of Cornell University,
Santa Fe returned last night.
for the present and the Ojinaga feder liott, chairman of the New Haven rail- and J. L. Thorndyke, of Boston, today
II
I
als will not be driven out until Buch road, was questioned by the public urged the house judiciary committee
MAY REPORT ON FEDERAL
time as Villa has either defeated
service commission today regarding to favor bills to remove technicalities
WORLD'S BIGGEST GIANT MAKES ORDINARY
OWNERSHIP OF TELEPHONES.
federals at Torreon or has been certain payments made by the railroad in the law.
.
defeated by them.
company in Massachusetts for pubWashington, D. C, Dec. 17. Every
and
FOLKS LOOK LITTLE, AND HE'S
advertising.
licity
statement
The
made
the
new proposition in the postoffice apregarding
f
When asked by Commissioner Geo.
of Torreon by the fedpropriation bill, including an item of reoccupation
Is
erals
the first confirmation from W. Anderson how much an editorial
for
increased
for
rural
$2,000,000
ppy
ONLY A BOY AT THAT.
and purporting to "be inde
carriers, has been eliminated by the official constitutionalist circles that unsigned
railhouse postoffice committee as an econ- this has taken place, although for the pendently inspired, should cost a emlast week there has been rumors to road, Ir. Elliott declared with:
omy measure.
such "advertising" should
A Democratic caucus probably will this effect and the federals have re phasis that
The critic on the Milwaukee "SenMexico Citv. Private: not exist.
it
from
ported
the
consider
postmaster
tinel" says of "The Sherherd of the
authorizing
messages were received here Sunday
Delicious Hot Chocolate.
Hills," the dramatization of Harold general to investigate the advisability from
Torreon which confirmed the fed NO LAWLESSNESS
of
of
the teleOctober'! chilly day
Bell Wright's famous novel, which has
government ownership
IN CALUMET DISTRICT.
eral reports that the town had been
warm (or the innr num.
been made into a play by Its author phones and telegraphs.
Wt're reaay.
Dec. 17. Because
oc
the
Villa
evacuated
and
Mich.,
Calumet,
troops
by
We're Mrvlsf hot ckoeoltto nude from
with the assistance of Elsbery W.
there have been no copper strike discupied by federal forces.
cdukw proaaci : noica ror
WILL TEST WOMAN'S
tit purity, excellence and
Reynolds:
started
a
since
turbances
jury
grand
From
deuciooaneM of llivor.
RIGHTS IN ILLIONIS
Tampico.
Refugees
"Those who love a quiet, restful
Into
an
lawlessness,
17.
Monday
know
Inquiry
Dec.
Kron
Vera
The
of any other nor
We dost
Cruz,
Springfield, 111., Dec. 17. The apstory will rejoice In 'The Shepherd o!
the authorities look for little further
that terrea
WtBtlt chocolate too
the Hills." It is like a beautiful Oc- peal in the case of William J. Scown Prinzess Cecilie arrived here today trouble. A search of the homes of
120 passengers.
expenaln, perhaps. It 'a different at OURS
Only a few of
tober afternon with the calm and against Anthony rCzarneckl of Chicago, with
there 'a nothing too good tot oar patrona,
men suspected of connection with rewere
them
from
to
test
the
Tampico.
refugees
constitutionality
brought
of
summer, tempered by the
beauty
A PIPING HOT
cent disorders at the Ahmeek mine,
Morro
The
also
Castle
filed
was
woman's
of
the
bringarrived,
act,
suffrage
cold breath of the yet distant winter.
CUPFUL FOR
resulted in the seizure
this
8
"The Sherherd of the Hills" will be in the supreme court today. The court ing passengers. All of them' report- of a morning,
erred with dainty, crtip Bracket,
m
small number of fire arms. Simis
conditions
at
ed
case
to
at
normal
asked
the
take
the
Tampico,
up
the attraction at the Elks theater on
ilar searches will be made throughout
jwV
no
is
term
a
there
where
H
render
and
to""
(JVLER'S
present
expectation
quick
February
c & "f the city, we'll aipren it to too.
Tuesday, December 23.
the district.
of another rebpl attack.
This story of the Ozark mountains
has proved very popular in novel form
and as a pla3 it is said that its success indicates it will exceed the popularity of the book.
Messrs. Gaskill and MacVitty, the
producers, have given it a very beautiful scenic mounting, the mountains
of the Ozarks lending themselves to
the best in the scenic artist's art. The
Geo. Kline's Marvelous Motion
cast has been carefully selected, In
fact, It is said to be unique in the
matter of types.
'
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theatre

Last Times

Photo Spectacle,

"THE LAST DAYS OF POMPEII"

SENATORS NOW FAVOR
PINDELL'S CONFIRMATION
'

FREDERICK KEMPSTER, BRITISH GIANT, PHOTOGRAPHED WITH
WOMEN AT BATH, ENGLAND. '

ORDINARY-SIZE-

I

A

Frederick Kempster.
Born in London.
Twenty years old.
Weighs 322 pounds.
inches In stockHeight 7 feet 9
ing feet
4

Washington, D. C. Deo. 17. Sena
tors who investigated
the Pindell-Iewi- s
correspondence are now said to
Measures 50 inches across the chest
favor the confirmation of Henry M.
Can reach to a height of 12 feet 3
Pindetl, the Peoria publisher, as aminches.
bassador to Russia. While the oppoUses street lamps to light bis sition will be carried to
the floor of
cigaret.
the senate, many leaders today exStill growing taller.
.
:,
pected Plndell'i confirmation soot

Most Sumptuous Dramatization of Lord Bulwer Lytton's
in six reels and three parts.

.

v.-

-

c

THE FALL OF POMPEII

VESUVIUS IN ERUPTION

Prices, 15 and 25c.

Romantic-Classi-

Last

Chance-7:- 00

and 9:00 A.M.

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,
1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

17,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

1913,

w ,,iui:mm tmiiitii

j 11

DANCE

House, Bath Mange and Electric Lights
$40.00
Opposite Elks' Open House. Price, per month
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
22.00
Chapelle Street. Price, per month
- Room
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
35.00
Washington Avenue. Price, per month
Room, Nicely Furnished House. Palace Avenue
Three Months, (No Children). Price, per month.. 50.00
House, Furnished, Good Location, Bath,
45.00
Electric Lights, Etc. Price, per month

FOR RENT

6-

7-

O.C.WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SIRETY BONDS.

i
.:;

1 1

PROP.).

(C. A, BISHOP,

;

9

.

LOCAL ITEMS.! ARTS

W

NIGHT AT ELKS

AND

miSTiC

Tomorrow ni;ln at the EIUh Club
House, the local .lodge or H. P. O. Klks
will entertain their brother Klks and
their friends with another of their
delightful dances and luncheons, and
the dancing floor is today being given
a new coat of polish in preparation of
the event. The entertainment com- 'mittee composed of Edward I.,. Saf
ford, Frank Keefe, Albert H. Clancj-- j
land Gus Koch, are busy inviting their!
friends, and those desiring' to attend;
jean get invitations from the members
iof the committee or at the club house
'
jon their arrival.
Manv friends of the Elks have re- frained from attending these dances
because they had the idea it was for
Elks only; this is not the case, as all
friends of the Klks are invited and
will be extended a hearty welcome.
The Elks orchestra will discourse
all the latest dance music and the
Steward is preparing a menu that will
please the palate of the most exact-;ing.
Dancing will begin at ft p. m.
Tickets $1 per couple. OX WITH TUB

;toeacco employes

CRAFTS!

;

PEER ON JAN.

"''

MORE

j

ILOOKII

MRS. W. LINDHARDI
i,.

j

125 Palace Avenue.

'

.

i

FucrACS-AMir-

j

-

j

":""n

WI0SH0

'

j

At Our Window

and Every
Day. You May Find. Something
New and of Interest !
To-da-

y

THE GRAY STUDIOS
Santa Fe

;

e

Albuquerque

PHOISTE 162 J.
SELIGHH

ADOLF

DRY

ED.

GOODS

THIS WEEK'S

SPECIALS

j

MEN'S AND BOYS'

j

j.

.convert your electric
cooking device.

irou into

a

BATH
AND
KIMONAS
SILK
THE
REDUCTION.
ROBES AT 20
WHITE HOUSE.
December.
There will bo a
Meet Thursday
Wednesday, Dec. 17 Last Days of
or the committee oil public
Pompeii (moving pictures) at Kilts' meeting
funds and utilities of the Cliamber ot
theater.
4 p. m.. Thursday, De- Thursday, Dec 18. Dance at the Commerce at
cember IS, 191.1, in the olllce ot tne
Elks club.

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

SOCIAL CALENDAR.

Everything In Hardware.
M. WICKMAM

OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

R

All Wool Blue

Serge for Men, $1 1.95 worth $18.

WATCH

--

'

210 SAN FRANCISCO

OUR WINDOWS.
--

ST..

PHONK

180.

ESTATE

INSURE WITH HAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.

NSURANCE
that

cannot burn
away,
WARD, MANAGER,
the disaster.

Unless you own property

Shep-hersecretary.
"The
see
or blow
Tuesday,
riM riiffArl C
nceu the tfvn TCar
of the Hills," drama, at Klks TheNose' and Throat specialist from
atre.
B. HAY
Vegas, will be at. the DeVargas hotel
AlbTuesday, Dec. 30. Miss Claude
not AFTER
December ISth, 1!)th and 20lh. Hours
NOW,
right,-mezzo
soprano, and her company will give concert at Scottish
OF MEN
OUR
DEPARTMENT
Rooms 8 and f , Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N M.
Rite Cathedral, (8::)0 p. m.)
OoffVe
FULL
AND WOMEN UNDERWEAR
Wednesday, Dec. 31. New Year's TO ITS CAPACITY, THE BEST FOR
IF TFrRfi aTeST ATE," HAVWARD HAS IT.
::::
Eve Dance ai Do Vargas hotel,
LESS MONEY, N. SALMON.
(iooil co (Toe. wlial is
9:30 p. ni.)
Funeral of Baby Carlos, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Valetm
)l worth sonic weeks
.1.
A. Shipley, o Silver City, is
was
Rivera, who died
yesterday,
Montezuma.
the
at
registered
Inter when half of its llav-o- i
buried at three o'clock this afternoon.
Gerson Uusdorf, the well known The funeral services were held at the
merchant of Taos, Is at the De Var- Cathedral of St. Francis. Interment
iug essence lias none off
gas.
Messrs.
was in Rosario cemetery.
for
into the air?
Carl A. Coates left this morning
Mulligan and Rising,! undertakers, had j
MODERN AND
El Paso, 'where he will be located in
funeral.
charge of the
the future.
ALWAYS
in
Neh
Vioinitio's Best
UPTOjIATE
Banjo, Guitars, Mandolins and
1). Miles and Miss Alice Miles, of
lins tit much reduced prices, Zook's
cans is cxadly
Center, Colo., are sightseers registered Pharmacy, The Rexall Store.
LARGE LOBBY
at the De Vargas.
Members of the Chamber of Com
same six months as
the
Mrs. Carl Schurz Uyers, of Indiana, merce and
VERANDAS
AND
many other Santa Fe hoost-has come to Santa Fe to live, as she ers are selecting photo studies that
roastthe
hour
from
one
appreciates the ideal climate of the portray the quaint charm and unique
COMFORTABLE PORCH
er.
oldest city.
attractions peculiar to Old Santa Ke.
SWINGS and ROCKERS
Isabel Walker, who has been in the New assortment now ready and going
taamn,.
lnii i
Cleanly granulated, ready for
state university at Albuquerque, re- rapidly. Studio of T. Harmon Park- Service and Cuisine
use moneybnek.
turned home yesterday for the Christ hurst, opposite the Montezuma.
the Best in the City
mas holidays.
Ample facilities for lame
FOR THE ACCOMMODATION
OF
and small banijueis.
Edwin P. Coard, chief clerk of the OUR MANY CUSTOMERS WHO ARE
commission, left this NOT ABLE TO DO THEIR SHOPcorporation
morning for his home in Quincy, 111., PING IN DAY TIME OUR STORE
M.D.
where he will spend the holidays with WILL BE OPEN UNTIL 9 P. M. EVhis parents, whom he has not seen for ERY
PRACTICE LIMITED TO
EVENING.
THE
WHITE
EUROPEAN PLAN. Meals a la Carte.
SPECIAL RATES
four years.
HOUSE.
Room With Bath, $2.00 Lp.
BY THE WEEK
An automobile party composed of
Prof.
Climate
Walter
EAR
Advertising
EYE,
NOSE! THROAT
Room Without Bath. $1.00 Dp.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl A. Pishop, Mrs. A. Norton, head of Ihe business college
the here, is advertising the climatic ad
B. Renehan and O. C. Watson,
Capital City Bank Building.
latter of Denver, spent yesterday In vantages of Santa Fe in various papers
down
driven
Prof.
Norton
state.
Albtiquerque; having
throughout the
OFFICE HOURS 1
from Santa Fe. The party will return also calls attention to the facilities of2 to '4 p.m."
to Santa Fe today, with the exception frPd hePe for learning
shorthand,
of Mr. Watson who will leave totnor- - typewriting, etc. "I am (15 years of
Santa Fe, N. M. Phone 52 J.
row for his home in Denver, accom- a(!(ia,,d j foei like a young man" said
mother-inlaw,
Mrs
panied hy his
the professor today. "Why shouldn't
Thomas Hughes, who will spend the I tell the world about the wonders of
winter with her daughter and
this climate?"
law in that city. Albuquerque Journal.
Music Lessons Prof. I. L. Tello,
to
the who has studied In Berlin, w'Vl be
KAUNE
CO.
Paul A. F. Walter, secretary
STOCK FOOD.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
New Mexico board of managers of the
pleas(ld to Kive pSSons in vio'in, vio
a
exposition, and I. lincello and piano. Terms or. applica
UFaIFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, farden & field seeds in bulk andpackaj;
H. Rapp, the board's architect, were tion. Phone 255 W., residence of Where Quality Governs the Price
in Albuquerque last night enroute to
Frank Plomteaux, 114 Cerrillos street,
and Price the Quality
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
San Diego to award the contract for Santa Fe.
the erection of the state building
DURING THIS SALE WE ARE
there. The contract will be let. within SELLING
ENGLISH
MELTON,
a week, and members of the board BLACK OVERCOATS WITH PERPhone Black
ftaone Black
before SIAN LAMB COLLARS WHICH WE
and Mr. Rapp will return
45
Christmas. Mr. Rapp was accompan ARE SELLING FOR $17.50. THE
ied by his wife and daughter, Helen.
HUB, N. SALMON.
Albuquerque Journal.
Paul A. V.
Elect Walter Secretary
Walter, of Santa Fe, was elected secA LITTLE HOME
retary of the New Mexico commissionto the San Diego exposition. This
FOR YOUR FAIRY ers
Days
action was taken by the commissionof good cheer of exers at their meeting in Albuquerque.
It is stated in an Albuquerque paper
good living. Yes, and
Will
it all be "JIM CRACKS" that Mr. Walter will look after the
here you'll now find
Christmas morning or will it be some- publicity work of the commission.
thing to make the whole family
CHRIST
good
THE MOST USEFUL
happy?
MAS PRESENT FOR A LADY IS A in
real
I
buy and sell Mortgages, Stocks and Bonds of all kinds, Loan
ALL
Will you start in the New Year with FUR SET.
OUR FURS ARE
If you have money to
on real estate and other securities.
prices,
Money
a determination to eliminate the THIS YEARS MAKE, NEW AND
loan list it with me. If you want to buy a good first mortgage or a
and put FRESH, GUARANTEED TO WEAR
"COST OF HIGH LIVING"
Come
your savings in a little home of your AND TO DISPOSE OF THEM WE
high class security call on me.
THEM
MARKED
AT A
HAVE
cwn?
of course
In a few years you will have spent TWENTY PER CENT REDUCTION.
Room 24
Bldg.
Telephone 194 W.
HOUSE.
CRANBERRIES,
enough for rent and "superfluous" liv- THE WHITE in
Patrol
Arrested
Albuquerque
Mexico.
New
Fe,
ing to have paid for a little villa all
E
Mainz yesterday afterFRESH OYSTERS,
mau
your own. Quit kicking about hard noon Charles
said
S.
Montoya,
arrested
Higinio
times and high living and do a little
FANCY HOME GROWN CELERY,
to be wanted on a charge of wife dereasoning for yourself.
turned
sertion in Santa Fe. Mainz
CALIFORNIA HEAD LETTUCE,
Figure out if you are not largely Montoya over to Undersheriff Dick
to blame for, the same things you com- Lewis
and he was placed in the counSWEET POTATOES,
plain about.
ty jail to await the arrival of Sheriff
A man told me the other day that
Charles C. Closson, iof Santa Fe, who
GRAPEFRUIT,
he could never get ahead, that he had
he would come. Montoya
telephoned
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
a big .family to support.
ORANGES,
GRAPES,
is said to have been a guard at the
This man Is making about two hun- state penitentiary at one time.
TABLE RAISINS.
dred dollars a month and his large ..LARGE LINE OF LADIES
FUR
flock of children spend more each SETS THE BEST AjND THE CHEAPyear for candy, gum and other JIM EST IN THE CITY?
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
CRACKS than it would take to meet
Cigars in Boxes, suitable for a gift,
KAUNE
&
GO.
MEN
and
on
the payment
his home.
all sizes and prices at Zook's, The H,
ol Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Rexall Store.
WOMEN; It's up to you.
,
Eleanor Jaffa Engaged Following Where
"TOWNSEND,"
104 DON (JASPER ST.
The Real Estate Man.
Telephone 9 W
closely on the announcement of the
window display.
Pnr
engagement ot Miss Julia Jaffa to Mr.

Dec.

iHENRY KRICK&- -

STILL WORTH
;
$700,000 AFTER SUIT.
Cambridge, Aluss., Dec. 17. After
,'an expenditure of between .poo.mio
and $400,00" in contesting Hie claim!
;of "Dakota Dan" that he. is Daniel
i
Blake Hiissell, son of the late Daniel!
jltussell, of .Melrose, the estate is still
valued at $71)11,000. This appraisal was
(hade in the probate court today when
the will of Wm. C. Hiissell, culled
brother by Hie two claimants, was al- ' hy
I'nder Wm. C. Russell's will, "Fresno Dun," Hip accepted claimant, re-- i
ceives lmlf of the property.
i

READY-TO-WEA-

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

j

i

PERSONALS
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BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,

.

j

BARN
THE
STAR PROPRIETOR.
W.
WILLIAMS,
-

-

A.

GENERAL LIVERY
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

SADDLE PONIES.

j

THAT IF YOU DEAL WITH
US ONCE OUR LIBERAL
METHODS WILL HOLD

Your, toape
BoDYcvm HO
DAWDLE To US

PROMPT

j,.

j

SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

Phone 139.

aro-nia-tis-

i

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable Restocked. Best Rigs you can get.

-

WHOLESALE

j

--

.

r

.riAYifMs

-

ra

I

8

S.

Day

Heaopners

Thanksgiving
days

'

YOU DO NOT KNOW HOW MANY SENSIBLE CHRISTMAS GIFTS WE
CAN SELL YOU UNTIL YOU VISIT OUR STORE. BRING IN THE WHOLE
FAMILY. WE HAVE SOMETHING THAT WILL PLEASE EVERYONE OF
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Electric Reading " ,"7
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land Copper, Letter Racks, Paper Cut- Hill pounds. The plants wt re obliged 'Truth, in writing about probable New
to close.
Year's honors.
ters, Rocker Blotters, Hammered Calendars, Tie Racks, Wisk Broom Hold
jers, Etched Match Holders, Hammered
Copper and Brass Bowls and Trays,
IBelt Pins, Bar Pins, Hat Pins. Candle
jSticks. Special orders made on short
notice.
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Joseph Dauziger of Las Vegas, last!
night, surrounded by (lose relatives
'and loved ones, Hon. Nathan .iaffaland .
J
I.Mrs. Jaffa made known the engxige-- j
Bl.w
ment. of their youngest (laugliler,
Eleanor, toMr. Arthur Jaffa of Trhiimn
II in
s
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Phillips, Washington, 1). C. Last year
!DANCE!
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MAKE,
CARTER
TIES,
.Miss Eleanor was graduated with lion- DURING THIS SALE AT 50c. THE or, from the Wolcott school, Denver.
POPE TOLD OF THE
HUB, NATHAN SALMON.
.Mr. Arthur Jaffa is the sun of Mr, Sol
DEATH OF RAMPOLLA
Schools to Close The city schools j.in-.-, (lf Trinidad a very distant rela-'will close Friday afternoon for the;tivf, of t, josw(;i ,jaffa family. .Air.1
Rome, Dec. 17. The death of Cardi-- ci,riHtmas vacation, They will be
sunm Fe be-is Ilow fiatjn,.,i
uul Riiiiipolla, former papal secretary 0,)(,m,( jumiury 5, the first Monday lng
fnw government service.
ol' state, was not made known to Pope jaft(lr Kt'W Year's day.
VVE ARE THE MASTER OF SALES
Christmas Cards
Pius X until this morning. Cardinal
Hand Painted
WHENEVER WE HAVE ONE, BESTOCK'
Pharmacy, CAUSE OUR
IMMENSE
.Merry del Val, and Monsiguor Giovan-- j Heauties, too at Zook's
ni Bressan, the Pope's private secre-jxhRexall Store.
'HELPS US TO MAKE IT THE BIG- DO V0UR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING GEST. N. SALMON.
tary, went to see Ills holiness at an
"The people who
early hour intending to break the sadjAT THE WHITE HOUSE.
Quite Bohemian
New'
news as gently as possible. But when
Dr Tannug the Eye, Ear, Nose and have the impression that the
the pope heard the name of Cardinal Thp0ttt
in Capital Year's eve dance at the De Vargas
offices
Bpciali8l,
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without
truth
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tell him the
ANOTHER!111 0(i Hohemian in the sense that no
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hesitation, as uncertainty affected him SHpMENT QF HART, SCHAFFNER programs will be kept, dress suits will
far more than anything else. The two
MARX
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The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos, The
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This bank has given time and money without stint to make the greatest
provision for the convenience of its patrons, so that they may transact their
banking business In all its branches with the maximum of facility and the
minimum of trouble or annoyance.
Its large,
banking room,
easy of access, its
vault, its storage spaces and its arrangement for the work
of the employes admirably fit us for the prompt and efficient despatch of
ail business entrusted to us.
In addition to conducting Its business in accordance with approved
banking principles, it has been tested by more than
years of ex- -
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at their word and they have both been nounced that he does not Intend to these men well dressed. Then thera
Phone 130 Main.
" "Francis Sayre haB been married just about long enough now to begin to tried and the result is discouraging. call an extra session of the legislature
New Mexican Wont Ads. always
bring results. Try It
understand that he is uo longer his own boss.
It does not appear to be a question of unless something of more necessity
(Continued On Page Seven.)
THERE'S SUCH

A

THING

PHONES:

THE

WHAT

The Montezuma Hotel

WOMEN

THE TRAVELING MAN'S

ai'SSS''

INSURANCE

Majestic Cafe

'

f
I
I

AS

I

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

and Night.

I
I

-

HMMraBMHHMI

FRANK

La Salle Hotel I

JONES,

j
'

j

s

s;

S

LI

t

"All Wool and
Yard Wide I"

Fspanola Livery Barn

catch-phras-

Drivers at all
and let

r

g

and

Superb
Chocolates

unor-gani-

1

worn-licke-

Ros-!mu-

j

well-sho-

Up-to-d-

C. A. RISING,

at

WEDNESDAY,

DECEM3ER

17,

COLD STORAGE
TRUST KEEPS UP
LIVING COSTS

a

v.

s.

Fit. oir

that's more wel- There's nothing
i
l .i
o
come. opreaa
uiick.i. wiui guuu,
ot
lots
fresh butter and
syrup,
Aunt Jemima s are simply great.
uieyic juta a miuiucs
ii vna
work. Ha'. e em
You can't give the folks
anything they like

The injury has tended to put the
(department of justice nn the side of
jthe department of agriculture, placing much of the blame for high egg
Acjnnd poultry prices on the hen.
cording to reports so far at hand,
men have been hancMcuppeU
in their schemes by lack of eggs,
j
United Stales attorneys have bout
in many
iword to Washington
dealers have
that
jstocks on hand far under stool: in
years.
Evidence is lacking, savs the department, to show that there is a
inat'onal
trust.

better.

f'

J'sein

town.

e

in
At your grocer'
tlie bright red package.
And av the top it's
good for one of the funny
Aunt Jemima Rag Doll.

r

LEGAL NOTICE.

'in the I'roliale Court, Santa Fe County,
FOlt RENT 10 room house oppo
Slate of New .Mexico. In the mailer site Elks opera house. Bath electric
of the estate of Jennie Lowit.ki, de- lights and range. O. V. Watson & Co.
ceased.
To Whom II .May Concern:
FOR HUNT Three or six room
last Will and Testament of Jennie bcuse,
Apfurnished or unfurnished.
Deceased.
jl.owit.ki.
ply D. S. l.owitzki, 226 San Francisco.
Notice is hereby given that the Last!
Will and Testament of Jennie
SIX I'HR CFA'T loans on farms, or
zkl, deceased, late of the City of Santa
chard lands, city, resident or business
Fe, comity of Santa Fe, and slate of
exNew Mexico, lias been produced and properly, to btij, build, improve, seor refund lriort gages or other
read in (he I'robate Court
of Hie tend
terms reasonable;
special
curities;
counly of Sanla Fe, slate of
invited.
at a regular adjourned term privileges; l!18correspondence
Commonwealth Bldg .,
Dept. L.,
thereof, held on the L'litii day of No- Denver.
Colo.
mi:!, and the day of
vember, A.
Hie proving of said Last Will and TesIt will not pay you to waste your
tament was by order of lite judge of
out your legal forms
said court thereupon fixed for Mon- time writing
when you can get thrcrn already printA.
nth
the
1).,
of
day,
day
January,
ed at the New Mexican Printing
I!lt, the January term of said court,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon of said Company.
day, at the county court house, at (lie
New Mexican Want Ads. always
city of Santa Fe, New Mexico.
results. Try it.
jrlng
Given under my hand anil seal lliis
I'filb day of November, A. I).
M.
(Seal)
ORTIZ,
V, I. ALARM').
I'robate Clerk.
Lou-it--

Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
ere caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to filter out
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The only way to
positively and permanently cure such troubles is to remove
the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because they are
made wholly of those healing, strengthening and restorative
ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these important and vital organs. See that you get Foley Kidney Pills
for your kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action,
quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
THE CAPITAL

,.

WEBSTER'S
NEW

Deputy.
Filed November L'filli,

PHARMACY.

INTERNATIONAL

e

New Mexican
Want Ads. always
those rare creations In motion photobring results. Try if
thai is worthy of more than
AT ELKS TONIGHT agraphy
single visit. In the offering (leorge
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
as the FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
IKleine, who is recognized
Tho Only New unabridged dicTonight marks the final performance 'world's foremost high class motion
tionary in many years.
has given the
MASONIC
of "The Last Days of Pompeii" at picture inipersano,
Contains the pith and essence
not
as
has
a
that
world
who
have
the Klks Theater, and those
production
of an authoritative library.
Montezuma
Lodge
TOWN SCARED OVER
failed to witness these highly educa- 'yet found an equal, and the prospects
Covers every field of knowl-edgNo. 1, A. K. & A. M.
the
magni
Coniiiiuni-catioAu fcneyclopeciia in a
WOMAN IN BLACK lional, as well as enlertaining per for anything approaching
Regular
fnrmannes. ha ve been denrived of the tude of "Pompeii" are very remote.
first Monday
single book.
local
ever offered
Mr. Kieine is also responsible for
of each
greatest
month at The Only Dictionary with the
Fa., Dec. 17 'Watson-town- , amusementpleasure
lovers.
'"Quo Vadis," an eight reel motion
New liviilcd
Masonic
Hall at
a borough with 2300 inhabitants.
2700 Pages.
In last night's audience were to lie! drama, the first of the really inle.llec-see400,000 Words.
7:l!n
is terrorized by the presence of a myC00O Illustrations!. Costnearly
the faces of many who were jt mil "movies" lo be shown in this
K. R. PAI L. W. M.
sterious "woman in black" whose long
Vadis" will be seen
half a million dollars.
at the opening performance, country.
I'll AS. K. LINNKV. Seereary.
waving arms and "big black scary present
Lot us tell you about thi! most
that "Pompeii" is one of here within the next few weeks.
indicating
a
deserted
town
the
have
given
eys''
l'crnarkttblo sing: a volume.
Santa Fe Chapter No.
appearance wilh the coming of darkin.
rtnfni.uimnln
nm.'.i ii
second
convocation
ness each night.
?v 1 .os full par- SK"""
.... I
i
month
of
tAtr
each
head
Monday
Chief Charles Virion, at the
at Masonic Hall at 7:"0
of fifty men, scoured the town in quest
p. rn.
of the mysterious woman. They workvfc
.1. A. MASSIF,
we will
VVV.
ed until dawn without having laid
yTM.ir:send free
V4
H. P
VC
hands upon her. Several of the men
It'l'H I It SULK I.MAN
V
asctcf
reported having seen her, but in their
Secretary.
fcclLOt
i
M
reports to the chief they allege that
Simla Fe Commander)
,HfiflftiH
just as they were about to close in
T. Regular
on her she vanished in the darkness.
fourth Mon-- i
ZL&llEtfrjn conclave
While the "woman in black" lias
- l.i in ach month al
been seen in all parts of the town she
(jftrrwteifcv ( ,t
i.. !nn
r-- &c
made her apeparance in the aristocraK
Mrr..jCo.
"
:
111.
p
tic section, making Second and Third
1
VuTirin.. 1.11 VH.iJ
K. 0. tfeft
O.
WKHLHY
CONNOR,
Jr.,
streets her tramping grounds. From
!W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
10 o'clock until long after midnight
she spooked about this section, and
Santa Fe lJdge ol Per- members of some of the leading famlection No.. 1, itn de PROFESSIONAL CARDS
SRaaC,
ilies in town reported having seen
gree. Ancient and
her.
Scottish Rite of
ATTORNEYS ATLAW.
In telling Chief Virich of their exFree Masonry meets on
Ihe
periences, these persons said that
,the third .Monday of each month at
EDWARD P. DAVIES
woman wore a long black cloak, and
7;30 o'clock in the evening in tlie New
City Attorney.
fell
as she approached them the cloak
Cathedral.
Visiting Scottish Rile
Capital City llank building
back on her shoulders.
'Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S
Rooms
and hen
With her arms waving
K. C. AHIIOTT, :!2",
Sanla Fe New Mexico.
Master.
she
those
Venerable
fastened
upon
scary eyes"
ICHAS. A. WHEKLON, Sec'y.
approached. she moved rapidly forChas F. Easley,
Chas R. Easley
ward, hut not with sufficient speed to
s

Aun$ Jerrtimss

WANTS

j

law.
.An attempt will be made lo trace
the Unas of interstate combination
between the dealers in these large
cities. Without connection between
them across state lines the Sherman
act would not be available and the
department's efforts to brine down
jthe cost of living by the breaking of
monopolies would hardly be success

tlj(r with probably snow and slightly
Thursday generally
tonight;
'faif and warmer.
ieoiili--

j

e

to call and call when Aunt
No
Jemima's pancakes are on the table.
Aunt Jemima's that's enough. They
know that Aunt Jemima's means the
dandiest hot cakes ever. And they'll
all be down in time to get those
delicious, tempting cakes as they
come hot from the griddle.

Met.

Weak, Inactive Kidneys Cause
Much Trouble

Washington, Dec. 17. A uliort investigation lias disclosed to the department of justice that in the large cities
combines have been form
ed to keep up the price of food.
The investigation has been nation
wide, and the department, is now seeking evidence on which to base prosecutions under the Sherman antitrust

lie-a-be- ds

LAST REELS GIUEN

DICTIONARY

a.

ranca&e ngur

Puc.

A

Y$

NEWS OF THE STATE
Buried in Trench.
Three men were buried by a cave-- !
in while working in a .trench laying
drain tiling yesterday near the W. B.

Embarrassed Him.
Prof. Frank Culberson, while
to do the gallant act for
a lady acquaintance
by removing
the ashes from the stove the latter
part of last week, became excited and,
in passing out the kitchen door, neglected to notice the steps and as a
result fell down and skidded along
on the frozen ground on his left front
knee cap, which greatly annoyed said
cap, and embarrassed the professor,
much to the delight of the spectator.
The mishap did not affect his voice,
however, and the unfortunate resumed
his pedagogical duties without inter-- '
ruption. Farmington Enterprise.
High Priced Apples.
Bero took a box of apples
with' him to the Home Mission conven- tion at Washington, D. C. He and
Mrs. Bero told the convention of the
needs of the Mission at Farmington
and decided to sell tne apples. One
apple brought $5 and several sold for
$t apiece, and then a woman said she
would take the remainder of the box
for $200, making the total receipts for
the box of $200. That is the highest
price that a box of Farmington apples
has ever brought, so far as we know.
The apples were of the Jonathan and
Grimes' Golden variety. Farmington
Times Hustler.
O. C.

Losing Many Head.
H. Capers, who a month ago

was
so unfortunate as to lose six head ot
good horses on his ranch six miles
north of Endee, by what was diagnosed by Drs. Corbon and Owens
(who held a post morten examination)
as "forage poison," has during the
past few days lost 19 head of thoroughbred Hereford cattle and seven more
that were down last night, are not
expected to recover.
The cattle all seem to be dying
the same way the horses did by
some kind of poison, but what that
is, no one seems to know.
No other stock in this part of the
country has been affected by the
disease. Eudee Enterprise.

-

-

"J am an

never happened."

i

j

Saw The Battle.
At least one Aztec boy has seen a
part of the bloody carnage and heard
the din of battle between the warring
factions in Old Mexico. Mark Maddux, son of T. P. Maddox, of Aztec,
now at the State Agricultural college,
writes the home folks as follows:
"A bunch of the boys from school,
myself included, took a run down to
El Paso and with field glasses saw a
good deal of the battle of Juarez.
Gen. Villa, the rebel commander, won
out in the fight. We got a good view
of it by climbing Mount Paso. We
could see soldiers break to run, then
the dust would fly .from their clothes,
they would throw up their guns and
fall over backward. We saw about
1000 of Villa's men march up the
mountain to the north of Juarez and
pass between two mountains, where
for about an hour they were lost from
our sight. When we next saw them
they came in Bight on the south side.
While they were making this detour
the federal troops had moved a machine gun up tlie mountain side and
When the charge began It looked just
like a fellow cutting weeds with a
scythe. Villa lost 400 men In this
move.

"There were about SOO killed on
Wo tried to go over after
the battle bnt they would not let any
across until they had buried the dead.
Two of the college boys did succeed
in getting across hy claiming to be
doctors. They put them to work caring for the wounded.
Kept them two
days they only got back today. I
don't want any of it in mine."
Mark certainly showed good Judgment in viewing the battle from afar
and in keeping out of a game wherein
he hath no chips. Aztec Index.
both sides.

and many of my trouble

ELBERT HUBBARD

white hair and wrinkled faces of our busy men and women tell
doubt, fear and anxiety more than disease or age. Worry playa
with the nervous system so that digestion is ruined and sleep
banished. What oil is to the friction of the delicate parts of an engine

rE

DR. PIERCE'S

Golden Medical ffllscovery
is to the delieaU otgam of the body. It's a tonic and body builder because it
stimulates the liver to vigorous action, assists the stomach to assimilate food thus
enriching; the blood, and tit nerves and heart in turn are fed on pure rich blood.
Neuralgia "is the cry of atarved nerves for food." For forty years "GoMem
Medioai Discovery in liquid form has given great satisfaction as a tonic and
blood maker.
JVom it em be obtained In tablet form from dealer in medicine
or send SO one-ce- nt
itampt for trial box. Write R. V. Pierce, Buff io.

DR. PIEMCES PLBASAMT PEXXETB
the Uver,
Relieve eooatipattoaw rasmlat mm
ltd bowels. Eawh take)
candy.
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It will not pay you to watte your
Ime wrting out your legal formi
Another Auto Accident
n ben you can get them already print
Miss Ruth Dougherty, the
daughter of Attorney and Mrs. H. ?4 at the New Mexican Printing com
M. Dougherty, met with an automobile pany.

old man

T'ferS''-

(accident Monday afternoon, when the
car in which she was returning from
the School of Mines skidded and overturned, throwing her under the machine, from which she managed to extricate herself before help arrived in
the person of a number of School of
Mines students, who had witnessed the
accident from a distance.
The accident occurred through no
fault or carelessness of the young
girl, who is an excellent driver, and
through her presence of mind escaped with a few Blight injuries, al
though at present she is suffering from
extreme nervousness. Socorro Chief-

Wilson place, south about seven miles.
The dirt covered the men about four
feet and when dug out they were about
suffocated but were able to go to work
again. One was John Harrison and
Ihe other two were Mexicans. Carlsbad Current.
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WHAT WOULD THE WOMEN
'Continued

Santa Fe Lodge No.

& EASLEY

Attorneys"at-ia-

Practice in tlie Courts and before
P. O. E.
its regular Uind Department.
Land (Jrants and Titles examined.
session on the secfourth Sanla F?, X. M branch office, Kstan-cia- ,
ond
and
X. M.
Wednesday of each
11.

4(!0,

holds

DO

from page six.)

is the children's education, including
dancing and swimming classes, courses
in languages, riding lessons and elocution, so their voices will be attractive and properly pitched. Why, the
children's toys cost $50 a month, but,
bill includes their
of course, that
books .'"
Incidentally, the little Heye girl,
Mildred Agnes, who is S, is Ihe happy
possessor of 26 dolls dressed in the
costumes of 26 nations! The little hoy,
who is four, prefers wild animals, oi
which he has a whole menagerie, and
mechanical toys in endless array.
Mrs. Heye, in urging her unusual

EASLEY

B. P. O. E.

men, who turned on their heels and
broke sprinting records to their homes

At Elks Theater for the
Scene from "The Last Days of 'jnipeii."
'l ime Tonight.

mor.th.

Last

Visiting

GEO. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
DAVIICS,
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attenlion to casses
Exalted Ruler,
E. C. BURKE,
before the State Supreme Court.
Secretary. Office: LatiKlilin Illds., Santa Fe. N. M.

brothers are invit
ed and welcome.

EDWARD

P.

years' record, highest 52, in
LSS4; lowest, 1, In 1S78.
Forecast.
.H...H-Ht-"For Santa Fe and vicinity: Vnset-tleA dense fog visited
Santa Fe last
Fe
Santa
Camp
with snow flurries this afternoon
M.
W. A.
night. Fogs are so rare here that
VI514,
many delight to see them. The tem and probably tonight; colder tonight
meets tirst Monday
perature yesterday ranged from 27 to Thursday generally fair and warmer.
of each month, Odd
For New Mexico:
Tonight and
32; the average relative humidity was
Fellow's Hall. Vis76 per cent.
Thursday cloudy, probably snow in
,
iting neighbors
The temperature at S a. m. today 'north portion; colder in northwest
was 25; in other cities it was as fol! portion tonight,
A. (3. WHITTIER, Consul.
lows:
Conditions.
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
16:
Boise,
Amarillo, 2S; Dismarck,
atmosA gradual decrease in the
F. W. FARMER
requirements, said that she and the 4; t nejenne,
over
jioae uy.
pfoeric pressure has. occurred
luxto
hatl
accustomed
been
Homestead
Grand
children
2S;
Durnngo,
Flagstaff. 22;
mogf of ,he wfistpln country and areas
ury and lavisTi expenditure and she Junction, .10; Helena. 12; Kansas City, f .
Brother
barometer appear over south- , rn!orado and ofr the 0rth Pacific
could see no reason why they should 42; Lander, 4; Los Angeles, 50; Mo-hood of Amerbecause
to
curtail their expenses
ican Yoemen.
have
dena, 18; Oklahoma. 46; Phoenix, 44;LOHSf
Mnrh cIoodinfig8 continues in
of a divorce.
- ,y,a
Meets second
Portland, 38; Pueblo, 24; Rapid City, i,.
lt
r.nko
O,utt.ot
and fourth Mon-"Why should a family drop out of 126: Roseburg, 40; Roswell, 22; Salt basin and along the Pacific, and prea ys of each
the scheme of existence the father Lake, 32; San Francisco, 46; Spokane, cipitation has occurred in western
month at the
has arranged for them"? she asks "I 2S; Tonopah. 30; Williston, 12;
Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, northern
IS.
Firemen's Hall.
realize that a woman can get along
Texas, Xew Mexico, northern Arizona
H. Foreman, 11. h. Baca,
on a very small amount of money if
Local Data.
and western Colorado, also in western
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
But why
she scrimps and saves.
Highest temperature this date last Oregon. Temperatures continue modshould she do it if the money saved year, Si; lowest, 15.
Extreme this erate. Conditions favor unsettled wea- Santo Fe Lodge
means merely that the husband will
No. 2, Knights of
have more to spend on his individual
Pythias meets
pleasure?"
every Second and
This is doubtless an excellent argu
Fourth Friday of
ment from Mrs. Heye's standpoint, but
Ihe month at S
somehow when you read her story
o'clock r- m.
of the difficulty of making both ends
;
Meeting in K. of
meet on $78,000 a year, you think of
over
P, Hall
the families that pinch and starve on
Kaune's store.
$780 or less a year and when you
All visiting!
have heard women discourse on ths
Knights are most
impossibility of dressing on less than
cordially invited.
$10,000 annually and the necessity for
H. F. STEPHEN'S, C. C.
12 hats a season, you wonder
what
ItEIXGARDT, K. of R. and S.
they would be compelled to dress on
f
1.44 I I I I
if they had to earn the money for
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
themselves! You think of the 7,000,- holds
it regular
No.
258,
Lodge
000 or more women who do earn their
meeting on the first Thursday of each
own living in the United States with
month at Firemen's hall at 7:30 p. m.
an average earning" capacity of about
brothers are invited and wel-Visiting
of
woes
the
and
somehow
a
week
$7
come.
who
must
$7S,OO0
have
those
annually
BENITO ALAR1D, President.
to get along assume the aspect of a
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
monstrous, joke!
date,

THE WEATHER

41.

Hr

DR.

.. ,.

BROWN

Dentist.
Over Spitz .lewlery Store.
Rooms 1, 2, and 3.
Phone Red 0.
Office Hours: 8 a. in. to 5. p. in.
And by Appointment.

j

T.

J.

Q-

W. HUME

Eye,
Hours:
Office:
Phone

F.

TANNUS, M. D.
Specialist in
Ear, Nose and Throat.
to

9

12

a. m., 2 to

4

p. m. .

Capital City Bank Building.
.
Santa Fe. X. M.

52-J-

o--

d

Nixola Greeley- -' mith.

WHY

PAPA OSTRICH
CONSIUERDED BEST FATHEf?

We take the risk of its
being abused we ask the
grocer to return a dissatisfied customer's money if
she doesn't like Schilling's
Best; let her keep the
goods; and sell her again.
So long as he thinks
she is honest, he is to
hand over the money. We
trust him to do for us as
he'd do for himself if he
were we and himself too.

The ostrich is the largest and one
the swiftest of all birds, but U has
bre'ns. The ostrich can take a
stride and can travel alomst
almost as fast as a railroad train.
yet it is caught by men on horseback
because when excited it runs in a cir
cle. The rider intercepts it by mak
ing short cuts across the arc of the cir
cle.
The ostrich gets his reputation of
bfc'ng the best father in the bird kingdom because he takes turns with his
Schilling's Best was your first definition of moneyback.
wife in setting on the eggs and after
SAN FRANCISCO
,ii.tb he help mother rear the familv. A. SCHILLING & COMPANY
of

j

tillHI

1

ODD
No.

FELLOWS,
2, I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge
meets
regularly
'ery Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth's always welcome.
K. OF C.

Santa
No. 1707,
Columbus.

Fe Council
Knights of

Regular

meeting the second
and fourth Mondays
of each month at the
K of C. Hall.
EDWARD

P. DAVIES,

Grand Knight.
JOHN J. KENNY, Financial Sec'y.

KLJ0
A.

T

j

& S. F. R'Y

TIME TABLE
To Be Effective December 7,

IfH.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 11:45 a.
m.

3 carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific

No.

Coast

Points.

Leave Santa Fe 3:20 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-of- f
with
Albuquerque
y
train tor Clovis and Pecoa
points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 5:55 p.
Va-le-

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleper; also No.
No. 4 eastbound.. .No. 4 takes passengers for Chicago and Kansaa
City Daily and for Denver Wed-.
nesdiyt and Saturdays. '
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe.8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9. westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30 a.
m.

PASSENGER

DEPOT

PHONE

42

W.
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"AGE EIGHT

F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.

,

Hour

DENIES WRIT

MINDAMI

JUST RECEIVED
ANOTHER

mnnumn

CAR OF

Famous Empress Flour

NENT SCHOOL FUND IN

Phone

No, 4

ANDREWS

phoneNo--

OF STATE HIGHWAY

4
PAYING

ONLY

4

BONDS

COMMISSION

PER CENT.

OTHER DECISIONS
DOWN

ARE HANDED

CHINA

HAND-PAINTE- D

Showing decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyoneSteins,
Smoking Sits, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET,

Santa Claus made no mistake, calling at "YOUR RELIABLE HARDSTORE." ' Satita Claus is a shrewd buyer; you will make no
mistake by following his example. They are headquarters for the following:
CHAFING DISHES AND TRAS. PERCOLATORS, COMMUNITY
AND TABLE
SILVER WARE, KNIVES AND FO KS, TEA SPOONS
COASTER
SPOONS, CARVING SETS, BOY'S BICYCLES
EQUIPMENT, BOY'S WAGONS AND SLEDS, BOY'S
RIFLES AND 8HOT GUNS. ROLLER AND ICE SKATES, DAISY AIR
RIFLES.
And many other things in the Hardware ine appropriate for Christ- mas presents.
WARE

BRAKE-GUARAN-

The Reliable Hardware Store.

i Christmas Sugg E

IN

OF THEM ON SALE AT

OCEANS

McClintock & Wright
n
v
Amas Duxes,

trunks,
Traveling Sets,

Collar Bags,
Cuff Links,

Traveling Bags,

Scarf Pins,

Military Brush Sets,
Neckwear Sets,

Imported Neckties,
Two-tonSilk Hose,

Hosiery Sets,

Silk Underwear,

Initial Handkerchiefs,

Silk Scarfs,

Suspenders,

Silk Pajamas,

Suit Cases,

Garters,

Arm

Bands,

e

Auto Gauntlets,

Bath Robes,

Dents' Gloves,

Mackanaws,

Shoes,

Serge Suits,

Knox & Stetson Hats,

Raincoats,

Jersey Sweaters,
Sweater Coats,

Overshoes,

White Dress Vests,

Umbrellas,

1U

Overcoats,

.

V
?

CZt Store Open Every

PrirA flnfhPC
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Night

In the famous state treasurer cane,
in which it was sought to compel O.
X. Marron, state treasurer, to invest

the principal of the permanent school
fund in the bonds of the state highway commission, the supreme court
denied the writ of mandamus asked
for. The decision has been awaited
witli a great deal of Interest, and the
important parts of the case are given
below:
State af New Mexico, relator, vs.
O. N. Marron, treasurer, respondent
Santa Fe county.
This is a proceeding in mandamus
to compel the Investment of the permanent school funds of the state In
the stale highway bonds. Writ denied.
Syllabus by the Court.
1. The deposit of the
permanent
school fund of the state in interest
bearing deposits In banks, under the
provisions of Joint Resolution No. 14,
Laws of 1913, is an Investment of the
same within the meaning of that term,
as used in the enabling act and the
constitution.
2. Whether the word "securities"
as used in the enabling act and the
constitution is not limited to public
obligations for the payment of which
the taxing power is available, is not
decided because its decision is not
necessary to a determination of this
case, and is not discussed by counsel.
3. Said Joint Resolution No. 14, insofar as It requires the deposit of
these funds in banks, is beyond the
legislative power and void.
4. the governor, secretary of state
and attorney general have power to
eliminate by means of disapproval and
given form or forms of investment,
and thereby bring the state treasurer
to one single form of investment, and
in such event, he is subject to mandamus to perform all acts necessary
to accomplish the same. Whether he
does not possess discretion, as to the
safety of the investment, which he
may exercise independent of control
by mandamus not decided, because not
involved.
5. The alternative writ
of mandamus In this case examined and
found to be inadequate to justify the
isesnance of a peremptory writ.
Frank W. Clancy, attorney general,
for the state. Francis E. Wood, for
respondent.
Opinion by Judge Parker, Chief Justice Roberts concurring especially,
Judge JIanna concurring.

Helps West Side.
The inclusion of the state of Arizona and that part of western New
Mexico between the state line an1
Albuquerque in the California advertising division of the Santa Fe railroad is an Important Btep in the tremendous publicity campaign that will
be waged soon by the advertising and
colonization departments of that company. This announcement was made
here yesterday by C. J. Brichfield,
advertising manager for the Santa Fe
offices in Los Angeles, and, under the
new system, publicity boss of all
the territory mentioned. Phoenix
San Miguel Good Roads.
Mayor R. J. Taupert of the road
commission this morning received
word from James A. French, state engineer, to the effect that the convict
gang Is now on its way to Rocky canf
miles
yon, about seven and
south of Las Vegas, where it will be
employed repairing and rebuilding the
Santa Fe trail, says the Lsa Vegas
Optic. Mr. French also informed Mr.
Taupert that immediately following
the completion of work at this place
the convicts will be sent to Tecolote.
The work that Is to be done at
Rocky canon is to rebuild the road
through the canyon proper and to repair its approaches. The road through
the canyon will be built in the form
of a runway, which will be located
on the side of the hill, 12 feet above
the present thoroughfare.
The approaches are in the worst possible
shape and are curved in a dangerous
way.
They will be straightened and
repaired.
The San Miguel county road commission is contributing $500 toward
this work, while the state will furnish all other funds needed. According to the present outlook it will require from two to six weeks to repair
the road.
one-hal-

Tenders Payment.
The Santa Fe railroad has tendered
the sum of $1,733.45 to the collector
of San Juan county in payment of
that company's taxes for 1912 in that
county, but the tender has been refused, since the 1912 assessment was
supposed to be'made on full valuation
and it is contended that the amount
should be something like $5,300. It is
believed that the matter will be compromised very 'soon.
b

'

Bar Examination.
The next bar examination will be
held January 13th and 14th, according to a decision by the bar examiners. It is said there are several applicants who will take the

N. M. E. A. Membership.
Figures compiled by the state edu
cational depart ment show a paid mem
bership in the New Mexico Education
al association of 1248, and almost with
out exception they were all at the AlJOINT SESSION
buquerque meeting. The teachers en
rolled in the association by counties
OF OFFICIALS IS
is as follows: Bernalillo 200; Chaves
BEING HELD 17; Colfax 69; Curry 28; Dona Ana
25; Eddy 13 j Grant 47; Guadalupe 60;
Continuing their sessions of yes- Lincoln 19; Luna 33; McKinley 29;
Mora 41; Otero 46; Quay 40; Rio Arterday the assessors and county commissioners met jointly this morning riba 62; Sandoval 26; San Juan 5:
at 9 o'clock, were in session all morn San Miguel 107; Santa Fe 92; Sierra
ing and are still in session this after- 9; Socorro 79; Taos 52; Torrance 52;
noon as the New Mexican goes to Union 21; Valencia 51. Unclassified
25.
press.
jecretatry of State Antonij Lm ro
New Judge Coming.
and State Auditor William U. Sargent,
John H. Cotterall, federal district
the only members of the stjte board
cf equalization in the city, met with judge from Guthrie, Okla., will sit in
the joint session this morning, and the the local federal court Friday, when,
one tone most predominant was that it is understood, that James A. Garof uniformity and cooperation. There field, former secretary of the interior,
is no doubt that the mutual under will present, certain matters. Other
standing resulting from the exchange matters may also be presented at this
of views this morning wi'l be very time.
helpful in the future work of all
Didn't Write, They Say.
parties concerned. A resolution was
Ina letter from a prominent official
rassed thanking Mr. Lucern and Mr
of Chaves county today, he states
Sargent for their attendance alid ad
officials of the counvise, and also regretting ths fact that that he and other
the other nu mbers of the state board ty are willing to sign an affidavit to
the effect that they did not write to
were not in the city also.
the officials of San Miguel county con
Yesterday afternoon the countv commissioners elected officers for the doling with them on the recent report
of the traveling auditor, as recently
coming year, Harvey M. Shields of Colfax county, being reelected to the pres- printed In the Las Vegas Optic and re
in this paper, under the headidency, and .1. F. Flndlay, of Dona na printed
ing, "Misery Loves Company."
county, beina; elected for secretary.
In the assessors' meeting, officers
McKinley County Rolls Here.
for the ensuing year were ne'ec'sd
The McKinley county tax rolls ar
by the reelect Ion of both president and
secretary, Cluy H, Herbert of Chaves rived today, while letters received hv
county, and J'red B. Htyn of Bernalillo the traveling auditor state that Taos
respectively.
Reprssentat' tun from county is on the road and Lincoln
the traveling auditor's office also met county's rolls - will be in before the
with the assessors yesterday and the week is out
new tax schedules for 1914 were dis
Enters New Mexico.
cussed with the idea of securing uni
The Calumet Commercial company,
formity in the assessing iu the var
an Arizona corporation,
ious counties.
capitalized
In all, 16 of the 26 counties of the at $2,000,000, has been granted permission
to
enter New Mexico. The
state are represented in the joint
meeting today, and these counties rep concern's agent in this state is Vance
Carrothers
of Florine, N. M.
resent over $60,000,000 of the $91,000,000 of the assessed valuation of the
state. The representation by counties LEHIGH VALLEY MAKES
BIG BOND SALE.
is as follows:
Bernalillo Fred B. Heyn. assessor.
Chaves Guy H. Herbert, assessor.
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 17 The LeColfax
Harvey M. Shields, county high Valley Railroad company today
commissioner, and George W. Gilles- announced that it had sold to a Phila
delphia banking firm, $10,000,000 of Its
pie, assessor.
Dona Ana John F, Findlay, county 4
per cent consolidated mortgage
bonds and the proceeds are to be used
commissioner.
Eddy Roy Waller, assessor, and C. in the retirements of $2 000,000 of
W. Beeman, county commissioner.
Cortland and Northern railroad
Grant, James A. Shipley, assessor, bonds, $750,000 of which bear (! ner
and Van T. Manrille, county commis cent Interest and the remainder 5 per
sioner.
cent, maturing next Ajrtl: for the our-Guadalupe Pedro Romero, asses chase of equipment and for terminal
sor.
and other improvements now under
Luna J. A. Stump, assessor, and C. way or contemplated.

HOLIDAY

GIFTS

IN ECUADOR
Washington, O. C, Dec. 17. News
of the capture by revolutionists of the
important sea coast town of
iu northwest Ecuador has
just reached here and leads officials
to believe the government of Presi
dent Puusa may be severely taxed io
maintain itself in that section of the
country, although owing to geographical conditions it may be well nigh impossible lor the rebels to keep up
by a
their successes at Esrneraldas
march to the capital. The- - present
revolutionary movement is understood
to be purely personal and a continuation of the Alfaro revolution' Of 1912.
In August of that year General Alfaro, who had been president of Ecuador and was in exile at Panama, returned to help a revolution by General
Pedro Montero then in command of
the government garrison at Guayaquil. The revolution lasted six week,
when Montero was captured at Guayaquil and six of his generals, including
Alfaro were killed and burned by a
mob In Quito.
General Concho was one. pf the,fev
of the rebel army. He made
his escape Into the north and has been
ever since fighting the government in
the wild mountain and jungle country.
It is understood that he is receiving
financial support and
considerable
many recruits from the coast towns,
whose Inhabitants are said to he opposed to President Plaaa's government because of the long. standing
jealousy between the people of the
lowlands and the Sierra's.

SUPREME COURT
OF MICHIGAN
IS CENSURED

.

j

i

5 IMblM
CREAM
4T

Pure

Wholesome

Reliable
Indispensable

Its fame is world-wid-

Its superiority
unquestioned. Its use is a protection
against alum food. In buying baking
powder examine the label carefully
and be sure the powder is made from
cream of tartar. Other kinds do not
make the food healthful.
e.

Awuld hesitate about buying embassy

'
property there.
Mr. Bryan emphasized that the, gov:
lrnment should provide embassies so
that poor men would not hesitate to
accept the diplomatic posts.
"We should not force this government to choose its diplomats from
rich men only," he said. "There are
not enough men among our money
makers fitted for the best diplomatic
service, and we should not allow rich
diplomats to set a standard of expense that would embarrass' those
who succeeded them iu an effort to
keep up the pace."

will have a joint installation

the:

on

first Tuesday in January.

CLOSES CASE AGAINST
' POSTAL SWINDLER.'
New York, Dec. 17. The govern-'- .
ment closed Its case this afternoon
against Robert Kellogg, erstwhile
piano salesman, charged with using'
the mails to defraud writers of song
poems. AVilliam Miller of the copyright bureau in Washington, was th(v
last witness for the prosecution. He
testified that records showed the de-- .
fendant had copyrighted
but seven
poems sent by clients, whereas his
agreement called for copyrighting
each. Kellogg then took the stand in
his own defense.

Washington, D. C Dec. 17. Conditions in the Michigan copper mine region were pictured before the- E--house
'
rules committee today by C.
of Denver, vice president of
the Western Federation of Miners,
who charged that members of the sii
preme court of Michigan had been
keenly interested In the mining properties, either as stockholders or otherwise, and that it was impossible to
secure redress for the miners before
the state courts.
Mr. Mahoney alleged that the mine ROVAL NEIGHBORS
ELECT OFFICERS
operators in Michigan had employed
agencies in Chicago, New York and
the principal eastern cities to enlist
The Royal Neighbors of America,
gun men for service in the copper Council 6673, elected the following ofmine strike area.
ficers for the ensuing year:
"Men are employed frequently," he
Oracle Mabel M. Whittier.
A Fine Christmas Gift !
said, "to work in the northern timPast Oracle Victoria Lute.
ber belt, and When they are collected,
BEAUTIFUL SCARP VEILS,
Vice Oracle Matilda Wiese.
armed guards are placed in charge of
NOVELTY RIBBON PIECES,
Recorder Maggie L. Friday.
the railroad who hold them in the
Receiver Louisa F 'Sturges.
Michigan copper district, where they
Handsome Plumes, pF?n"cvor
Chancellor Louise R. Collier.
are kept under threats of death and
Marshall Clara Stephenson.
in
to
labor
peonage.
compelled
Inner Sentinel Mary Gormley.
gstrlch, which will make an
Manager, (3 year term) Arthur G.
gift ; also many other artiWhittier.
cles I carry will make Xmas gifts
PROUIDE
U.
Delegate to State Camp in AlbuquerBETTER HOMES
que, March 18, i 91 4 Victoria Lutz.
FOR DIPLOMATS Alternate Florence E. Rising.
The Modern Woodmen of America
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
and the Royal Neighbors of America
SecreDec.
17.
D.
Washington,
C,
tary Bryan asked the house foreign
affairs committee today to include iu
the pending diplomatic and consular S3
appropriation bill $150,000 each for
embassy buildings in Mexico and
Tokio and $140,000 for Berne.
He was asked if he did not think it
The Best to Be Had
would be advisable, under the present
Mexican situation, to pass over the
Mexico City building for the present,
but he replied that he had confidence
V.;:-- .
SANTA FE, N. M
in Mexico's future and that there v PHONE 12
was no reason why the United States'
-
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The Best in the City

The Clarendon Garden,

OUR UNPARALLELED

Typewriter Rental Offer
Three Months
For

$5.00

For $5.00 we will rent you, guaranteed by us In
condition, an understroke model 6, 7 or 8
Remington Typewriter or understroke Smith Premier for THREE MONTHS.
Then you can buy a machine if you like, and w
will credit this $5.00 on the purchase.
SOLD ON THE.
good

Easy Payment Plan.

RENTAL TERMS VISIBLE MODELS
REMINGTON

Paragon Ribbons

MONARCH

SMITH PREMIER

One Month, $3.00

Six Months, $15.00

Red Seal Carbon Papers

OUR PARAGON TYPEWRITER RIBBONS AND RED SEAL CARBON PAPERS are recognized as the leading ribbon and carbon lines
on the market.
They are the leading lines not only in quality, but In completeness.
And this completeness makes it certain that we have got the exact
ribbon and carbon paper for YOU.

Machine Catalogs and Supplies Booklet on Request.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER CO.
(Incorporated)

:

i

HEADQUARTERS FOR

17, 1913.

REBELS CAPTURE
SEAPORT TOWN

-

2

McCLINTOCK & WRIGHT

I

THESUPREMECOURT

m

Auto Delivervlvery

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

Hubbard, commissioner.
McKinley Giia Mulholland, asses:K
sor.
Mora P. .N. Sanchez, deputy assessor.
Quay Ira J. Briscoe, assessor, and
W. B. Rector, commissioner.
.San Miguel Fidel Ortiz, county
OF commissioner.
Santa FfTelesforo Rivera, assessor.
Sierra Max I.. Kahler. assessor,
and F. M. Hojorquez, commissioner.
assesTorrance Autonio Sala.er,
THE
ORDER
STATE sor.
REFUSES TO
Valencia Eugene Kempenlcli, com
TREASURER TO INVEST PERMA- miss loner.
L.

OFFICIAL.

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

IU

South Fourth St.

Phone Main 674.

1

Albuquerque, N. M.

